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Executive summary
2006 was for many of the world’s newspapers
a turning point. Web revenues continued to
increase, while print revenues and circulation
suffered gradual declines in much of the
developed world. More significantly, many
companies are reporting substantial increases
in the profitability of their online operations,
which still account for a small proportion of
total revenue. Online revenue is clearly on its
way to becoming a strong contributor to the
bottom line.

going-forward strategies. Most of these
strategies revolved around a separate and
autonomous digital division, but with better
and more constructive relationships with the
print business. However, and this is perhaps
the most important point to emerge from the
survey, newspapers are now responding to the
biggest threat of all. While online threatens
print, the Internet pure-plays like Google and
Yahoo! threaten local newspaper online
advertising to an alarming degree.

The annual World Association of Newspapers
digital revenue benchmarking survey found
that few Internet operations make more than
10 percent of a newspaper company’s revenue,
and outside the US and Scandinavia, the
amount is usually nearer 5 percent or less.
WAN teamed with U.S.-based Borrell
Associates on this year’s survey, which is
much expanded beyond WAN’s classified
revenue survey conducted each year between
2004 and 2006.

According to recent research by Borrell
Associates, Internet pure play revenue-making
grew from a 15.3 percent share of the local
online market in 2004, to 37.9 percent in 2006
in the United States and Canada. Over that
period, newspapers saw their share fall from
44.1 percent to 35.8 percent. This was easily
overlooked because in cash terms, most
newspapers were enjoying more than 100
percent revenue growth from online, but as
that growth was frequently at the expense of
print, there was clearly a problem.

2006 was a turning point for other reasons as
well. Several survey participants told us that
this was the year in which they finalized their

Fortunately, the industry is responding. Several
participants reported that while they continue
5
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to develop online opportunities to support their
print brands, they are also creating online
platforms that chase advertising revenues that
have nothing to do with the newspapers. Often
these have newspapers collaborating with each
other. Aspects of this are detailed by Martha
Stone later in this report, in an article of
national classified advertising networks.
Others are more local, or built around specific
classified verticals such as real estate, cars and
recruitment. The important point, though, is
that increasingly online activities owned by
newspapers are breaking out of the earlier
constraints of being associated with
newspapers, and are inventing and reinventing
themselves as something closer to the pureplay.
One casualty of this phenomenon might be a
sense of uncertainty over market share. In a
print environment this is easily calculated.
With online, it becomes harder because it begs
the obvious but not easily-answered question –
who is my competitor? In analysing the survey
data, it became clear that the numbers literally
didn’t add up! Some participants said that
there was a high level of guesswork in the
calculation, while others explained that so
much depended on how the market is defined.
In many cases, the guesswork may be suspect.
However, we can say with a fairly high level of
certainty that the UK online recruitment
classifieds market in 2006 was probably in the
range of £150 million to £180 million based on
quite high correlation between several of the
responses from the largest online operations.
On the numbers, some important data:
• In the US, online revenue now accounts for
an average of 5.5 percent of newspaper ad
revenue and is on track to hit 10 percent by
2008/2009.
• In Canada, the average is about 3 percent for
metro dailies, but only half that for community
papers.
• In the UK, the most successful online
operations – owned for the most part by midcirculation “quality” national groups - are
reporting that 10 percent to 12 percent of their
ad revenue is now coming from online, while
regional papers (even those part of large
companies) and lower-circulation nationals are
mostly tracking around 5 percent.
• In other countries the patterns are less clear,
except for one trend that seems universal, that
6

the highest ratio of online to print advertising
is found by higher circulation papers with the
least competition.
• There are some major success stories out
there – Trinity Mirror more than doubled its
online revenues, and the operating profit
margin hit 32 percent; Fairfax in Australia now
gets 9 percent of its revenue from online, and
online EBITDA was 60 percent in fiscal 2006,
accounting for 13.7 percent of group profits
• On average, classifieds account for more than
75 percent of online ad revenues in the U.S.
and Canada, but the patterns are different in
countries such as the UK that have a large
number of national newspapers (higher
proportion of national) and also for groups that
own mostly community papers (mostly
classifieds)
• Recruitment remains the dominant online
classifieds vertical
These are not isolated results. Newspaper
operating profits have mostly been falling
since 2007 and in the U.S., for example, are
hovering around 23 percent. But mature online
operations are generating 40 percent and
higher, suggesting that once critical mass of
business has been achieved, online ad revenues
translate to profit at a much higher rate than
print ad revenues. Of course, the over-arching
questions are the extent to which those online
revenues are replacing lost print revenues, and
how this will play out over the next few years.
The survey did not establish any clear answers
to these questions, but a review of financial
statements filed by some of the largest
newspaper groups suggests that they probably
don’t. If that holds true, then investment in
expanding online and capitalizing on that
much higher rate of revenue to profit will be
key to the industry’s future.
The survey asked several questions designed to
determine the significance of:
• Paid search (all over the map, from
“negligible” to over 30 percent)
• Gross revenue from upsells (also all over the
map, from very low to extremely high in the
case of smaller community/regional papers
whose online strategy was basically built on
print/online bundling)
• Mobile/PDA revenue (generally, not much
though some respondents identified this as a
key growth area
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There were also questions to elicit some
horizon watching predictions. Probably the
most important was “’What do you think will
be the most significant developments for
online advertising in the next 12 to 24
months?” Some interesting observations and
perhaps a general trend were:
• More demand for multimedia ad platforms
• More locally focused advertising solutions
• More competition
• Rapid product development
• Fragmentation of the industry
• Faster move to multi-channel, namely
mobile, video, print and online packaging, and
other offerings
• Google’s move into display and classified
markets
Another key question was “What do you see as
the impact on print of the growth in digital
media and online advertising?” and replies
included:
• Significant impact on key verticals
• Long-term pressure on print, especially
classifieds
• Symbiosis between all platforms, with the
larger printed product driving traffic to online
and mobile properties…demonstrable spikes in
our digital media whenever we use the
considerable might of the paper
• Classified recruitment ads will continue to
drop from print…must develop a very good
recruitment website to sell both print and
online bundles to sustain revenue
• Need to put more resources in product
development, marketing and selling print but
combined with online solutions
• Selling and marketing must be based on total
reach and not only print reach as it still is in
many cases.

7
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1. Introduction: 2007 WAN
Benchmarking new digital revenues survey

‘‘

“In two years, traditional media such
as Yellow Pages, local magazines and
newspapers have lost large amounts of share
in local Internet advertising, while pure-play
sites such as Google, Yahoo, Monster and
others have gained. This is because the
traditional media built their operations on the
backs of their current print advertisers and
are now seeing that segment fall. In essence,
they hitched their wagon to a falling star.
Meanwhile the local pure-plays are unfettered
in their efforts to secure advertising and are
going after all advertising segments, not just
those offered by a single media base,” said
Gordon Borrell, CEO of Borrell Associates, a
research firm in the United States. Borrell backs
up his statement with data that show very
dramatically what happened in the U.S. online
advertising world between 2004 and 2006.
Local online advertising among U.S.
newspaper sites has fallen from 44.1 percent
in 2004, to 35.8 percent in 2006. The pie had
certainly grown – almost doubled, in fact –
at a time when their traditional and much
larger revenue streams, from circulation and
print advertising, are in decline.

“439 million people in over 210 countries buy
a newspaper every day… digital advertising
and subscription revenues now comprise over
10 percent of consumer publishers’ total
revenue… online classified advertising
generates more than US$2 billion in
revenues…”
These facts published by Deloitte Media
Predictions 2007 are the backdrop against
which we conducted our global 2007
“Benchmarking New Digital Revenues”
survey with research partner Borrell
Associates.
This year’s survey marks an important shift in
what we are monitoring on behalf of the
newspaper industry. Instead of focusing only
on classifieds, as we did every year from 2004
to 2006, we wanted to collect some data on all
online advertising and then drill down to go
beyond the traditional verticals. We looked at
patterns and trends. And through a series of
qualitative questions, we asked publishers to
tell us what they saw as the lessons learned,
and the most important developments on the
horizon.
9
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This all made for a bigger and more burdensome
survey for participants, and we did encounter
some pushback. Respondents told us that
increasingly they are suffering from survey
fatigue. And we also found that there is growing
sensitivity to disclosing financial performance,
even when it will be used anonymously. Even
more significant than the numbers, though, was
the clear sea-change as the industry responds
to the shift of advertising revenues to digital.

Non-revenue survey findings
• Especially at the larger companies, there
have been reorganisations of the online
divisions. These take various forms. Some
are completely autonomous (Associated
Northcliffe Digital, for instance, which sees
itself as largely detached from its parent
company newspaper operations) while
others, while more integrated, have
restructured in ways that preclude valid yearon-year comparisons at the revenue or
(for example, Torstar) the profit levels.
• Ownership changes that simply eliminated
once-prominent players from the landscape –
Knight Ridder clearly tops this list.
• Acquisitions – newspapers are buying or
otherwise teaming up with non-newspaper
sites in order to broaden their advertising
reach. Some of these are huge investments
and part of a complete reinvention of how
media companies do business, such as
Rupert Murdoch’s purchase of MySpace
• New partnerships – these are more aligned
with existing activity but without the branding
and other constraints of a newspaper
Website – for an in-depth analysis of this, see
Martha Stone’s article on national classified
advertising networks in Chapter 3 (Page 29).
• Realignments – some partnerships
changed their ownership structure.
Workopolis, Canada’s premier recruitment
classifieds site, is now owned jointly by
Torstar and Gesca, after the Globe & Mail
sold its stake. Shifts of this kind also of
course impact how revenues and profits are
reported and can distort trending
comparisons.
• Another barrier to year-on-year comparisons
is when companies change how they classify
and report revenues from online. Several
survey participants now track in greater
detail, after reporting consolidated online
revenues in earlier years or, in some cases,
not even separating online ad revenues.

10

Competition escalating
Competition is really at the core of what
changed in 2006. With perhaps a few
exceptions in countries with national
newspapers, competition often just didn’t
really exist in many markets. Even those with
more than one paper usually had their own
demographic targets. But the rapid emergence
of Internet pure-plays and the development of
regional and national partnerships and
networks have realigned the competitive
landscape. As Borrell noted, newspapers
typically started their online business by
chasing their print readers and print
subscribers. The need to change strategy
brings with it caution in being too open with
results, except when necessary to comply with
securities filing requirements, and even then,
usually only at the highest level of detail
possible.
Respondents from online newspapers across
the globe disclosed:
• Double- and in some cases triple-digit
revenue growth from newspaper online
operations, from 2005 to 2006
• Some mature online operations are now
extremely profitable, including Schibsted in
Norway and Fairfax in Australia
• Successful operations are focusing on
advertising revenue, often wherever it can be
found, and not by pushing upsells to print
advertisers – although upsold classifieds
continues to represent about three-quarters of
online newspaper revenues around the world –
especially smaller regional and community
papers dollars
• Less emphasis on newspaper branding
online, although again this wasn’t a consistent
finding
• Tabloids generally are not seeing the same
level of online business as the broadsheets
• Community papers are tracking a lower ratio
of online-to-print advertising revenue, which is
in line with Borrell Associates research that
consistently finds a strong correlation between
circulation and online revenue – although they
also see that as an opportunity!
There are other factors that shaped this survey.
2006 was a year of unprecedented activity.
There were major consolidations and changes
in ownership – as noted above, Knight Ridder,
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a perennial leader in the online field, vanished
from the landscape, with much of it being
swallowed by McClatchy and small pieces
spread more widely. This obviously distorts
some of the year-on-year comparisons.
Another significant development was the
increasing move by many newspapers to
separate their online from the print operations.
This trend also complicated comparisons, as in
many cases there wasn’t such granular
reporting for consolidated advertising activity.
With several of these segregated operations,
advertising revenues were generated by sites
that had no connection at all with the print
businesses. Aspects of this phenomenon are
discussed in detail in Chapter 3.
Despite these challenges, the 2007 survey
gives a very thorough picture of what is
happening in the newspaper world, with
amounts, percentages, market shares and
insights that will be invaluable for anyone
using this report. For the U.S., Canada and UK
in particular, we were able to collect a
considerable range and depth of data, and so
were are including separate sections on these
countries, with benchmarking and background
analysis.
It will be interesting to see what happens
during the 2007 fiscal year, with further
consolidation, the ongoing rise of the pureplays and the injection of private equity. The
growing influence and power of Google,
commented on by every participant, will also
clearly figure more and more prominently.

METHODOLOGY
In order to continue tracking the growth in
online classified advertising, and the migration
from print to online, WAN repeated many of

In designing the survey questionnaire, we
invited suggestions from past and prospective
participants. You asked us to include questions
geared more to planning, such as steps taken to
shore up advertising revenues, strategies in
place for multi-platform offerings, audience
measurement, and the most significant
developments in the last 12 and next 12-24
months.
The survey was administered from February
through April 2007. The quantitative data refer
to fiscal 2006 figures except for a few
companies (mainly UK) with March 2007
year-ends.
For the complete questionnaire, see Appendix 1.

Results – quantitative
In March. the Newspaper Association of
America reported that advertising in U.S.
newspapers was down 0.3 percent in 2006
compared with 2005. The drop in print
advertising was higher at 1.7 percent, but this
was offset by a 31.5 percent increase in online
advertising, which stood at US$2.7 billion.
Our data tell a similar story. In fact, growth
outside the U.S. was in some cases
considerably higher, reflecting a relatively
mature U.S. market and catch-up in other
countries. The growth in online is dramatic. In
Canada, for instance, the major papers
disclosed gains ranging from 25 percent (for
“mature” operations) to a mind-boggling 130
percent for a revamped digital division at one
company. And taking all online advertising,
the Internet Advertising Bureau of Canada
reports an 80 percent increase in 2006 over
2005. The biggest percentage growth is from
online classifieds, up 120 percent, from
CAN$124 million to CAN$273 million,
followed by search (up 79 percent and
representing 35 percent of all online ad
spending) and display (up 58 percent, to
11
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account for 36 percent of total). The IAB
Canada is predicting a further 32 percent
growth for 2007, which is broadly in line with
what most of the newspaper groups are
budgeting.
But – and it is a critical “but” – in most
countries outside (and even some inside) the
U.S., these substantial percentage gains are
from a relatively small base. To put this in
context, Canadian daily newspapers on
average still derive only about 3 percent of
total revenue from their online operations (the
range here is from about 1 percent for tabloids
to 5 percent for major metros) and the
evidence seems to suggest that as in the U.S.,
those online gains are either failing to or at
best barely compensating for print advertising
declines, especially in the print classifieds
sector.
Still in Canada, we found that there too the
proportion of revenue from online is closely
tied to circulation. While metro dailies were
clustered in the 3 percent to 5 percent range,
community papers were mostly in a 1.5
percent to 2.25 percent range. The general
trend, which we discuss later in this report, is
very similar to the U.S., where circulation is
the most significant predictor of online
earnings.

Newspaper Web site revenue
per unit of print circulation, 2005
$ per unit of print circulation
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The newspaper groups reporting the greatest
growth from online have been running their
digital divisions as separate and largely
autonomous profit centers. CanWest
MediaWorks created an interactive group as a
centralized means of managing Websites for its
large portfolio, based on the canada.com portal
that predated the purchase of the Hollinger
papers in 2000. After a slow start, revenues
12

took off in 2005, spurred by a large investment
in new classifieds technology. These verticals
were branded independently of the papers,
although there was a high degree of bundling
and upsell, and in fact some reverse branding
as the papers incorporated elements of the
online branding. Earlier this year, though, that
strategy was partially unwound, with the
papers gaining much greater control over their
own sites and some consolidation of the online
and print sales efforts.
Torstar Digital is also a largely autonomous
online division. At both CanWest and Torstar,
though, their public filings suggest almost flat
print advertising revenues, in line with what is
happening in most other countries. The Globe
& Mail, because of a complex ownership
structure that has it partly-owned by Torstar, is
less forthcoming with its financial results.
Although it has a separate online group, it is,
as a single-title business, the print and online
divisions are highly integrated.

UNITED STATES
We were able to put together a very detailed
picture of what happening online in the United
States, taking our own survey data and
drawing on some of the current Borrell
Associates research.
The NAA’s US$2.7 billion for newspaper
online revenues is targeted to rise to just over
US$3.2 billion in fiscal 2007, up almost 22
percent. This is a lower growth rate than is
expected elsewhere, but it reflects the maturing
of the U.S. market…and it is also the only
growth category for U.S. newspapers this year,
with a 2 percent dip predicted for print
classifieds, and another 4 percent year-on-year
decline in circulation income.
The U.S. online newspaper advertising scene
can be summarized:
• Accounts for 5.5 percent to 6 percent of
newspaper revenues;
• Contribution from online expected to reach
10 percent by 2008/2009.
But with overall revenues sidelining and costs
rising, margins are dropping, from an average
28 percent in 2000, to approx. 23 percent last
year.
The biggest challenges reported by the
industry are:
• Google and Yahoo
• Free classifieds listings, such as CraigsList
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U.S. newspaper companies:
Online revenue as a percentage of total gross revenues
Washington Post Co.
Belo Corp.
Knight Ridder
Morris Communications
New York Times Co.
McClatchy
Gannett
Tribune Co.
Media General
Scripps
Private Company
Lee Enterprises
Journal Register
Journal Communications
Private Company
Private Company
Private Company
Private Company
Private Company
Publishing Co. averages
Overall averages

2001
3.6%
1.8%
1.4%
na
2.1%
1.5%
1.2%
1.5%
0.6%
na
na
0.9%
0.9%
na
na
na
na
<0.1%
<0.1%
1.6%
1.3%

2002
4.2%
2.7%
1.9%
na
2.4%
2.1%
1.5%
1.9%
1.2%
na
na
1.5%
1.0%
na
na
na
na
<0.1%
<0.1%
2.0%
1.7%

2003
5.4%
3.3%
2.7%
3.2%
2.9%
2.5%
2.1%
2.3%
1.8%
na
1.8%
1.4%
1.2%
1.0%
1.2%
1.0%
<1.0%
0.1%
0.1%
2.5%
2.1%

2004
6.6%
4.1%
3.8%
4.1%
3.8%
3.5%
3.0%
3.0%
2.5%
2.4%
2.0%
1.7%
1.3%
1.5%
1.6%
1.4%
<1.0%
0.5%
0.1%
3.4%
3.2%

2005
8.4%
5.7%
5.4%
5.2%
4.7%
4.7%
4.6%
3.6%
3.5%
3.0%
2.6%
2.5%
1.7%
2.0%
2.3%
1.7%
1.0%
0.8%
0.9%
4.5%
4.3%

2006 p
10.9%
7.7%
na
7.5%
6.3%
6.1%
5.9%
5.5%
4.5%
3.8%
3.8%
3.3%
3.2%
2.9%
2.8%
2.5%
1.5%
1.3%
1.0%
6.0%
5.4%

2007 f
13.7%
9.8%
na
9.4%
8.1%
7.8%
7.3%
6.8%
5.9%
5.1%
5.2%
4.3%
4.3%
3.7%
3.4%
3.3%
2.2%
1.7%
1.4%
6.9%
6.2%

Source: Borrell Associates, 2007

• Non-newspaper online-only sites, such as
Monster, eBay, etc.

UNITED KINGDOM
The most successful online operations –
owned for the most part by mid-circulation
“quality” national groups - are reporting that
10 percent to 12 percent of their ad revenue
is now coming from online, while regional
papers (even those part of large companies)
and lower-circulation nationals are mostly
tracking around 5 percent.
The Trinity Mirror group, in public filings,
says that:
• Revenue from digital increased by 120
percent, from £11.1 million to £24.5 million
• As a proportion of Group revenue, digital
jumped from 2.1 percent to 4.8 percent
This seems to be consistent with other
newspapers of similar profile, e.g. tabloids,
regionals, etc., and that pattern (if not the
actual percentages) is comparable with other
countries.
Including pure-play holdings, Associated
Northcliffe Digital said in its 2006 annual
report that it anticipated online revenues
upwards of £90 million, making it one of the

dominant digital players in the UK. And,
most significantly, moving in the logical
direction for media companies, which is to
set their sights on the total online market and
not just that component derived from their
newspapers and newspaper brands. We return
to this later in our report.

OTHER COUNTRIES
While individual respondents cannot be
identified except where data have been
obtained from public filings, we are able to
compile some insights into online
performance across several countries. As a
very crude generalisation, the strongest
results seem to be in English-speaking
countries. This may to an extent reflect their
population size and especially circulation of
their leading newspapers. Other factors
include broadband use, the impact of (and
lack of) competition, and our survey did not
address these in any detail. Some of these
conclusions are, then, more anecdotal than
statistically grounded.
Finland – in 2006 online advertising
accounted for over 5 percent of newspaper
advertising, up from 3 percent in 2005. This
seems to track the growth rate in several
other countries.
13
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Sweden – Results parallels with many other
countries. The online/print ratio seems to be
close to 3 percent for smaller and regional
papers, but appreciably higher at the larger and
national level. Schibsted, the leading
Scandinavian newspaper group, divulges in its
2006 annual report that revenue from online
rose by more than 60 percent last year.
Overall, online advertising comprised 8.9
percent of the total advertising market.
Norway – In 2006, online advertising
accounted for 8.4 per cent of the total
advertising market in Norway, up 42 percent
compared with 2005. However, search word
advertising in Norway only comprises 8
percent of the total online advertising market.
This, according to the Schibsted annual report,
“is much lower than in other countries, such as
the UK, where search word advertising makes
up almost 50 percent of the total online
advertising, and the U.S., where this figure is
around 30 percent.
Australia – The half-year results for Fairfax,
Australia’s second largest newspaper
publisher, show spectacular growth from its
digital operations:
• Between 2003 and 2007, online grew from 2
percent of group revenue to 9 percent
• More importantly, EBITDA rose from a 1.3
percent contribution to a spectacular 13.7
percent share
• Growth is still running at a very high rate,
with a 44 percent year-on-year increase to the
end of 2006
Hong Kong – 3.1 percent online as a
proportion of total advertising

A CLOSER LOOK
AT SOME OF THE NUMBERS
We included questions designed to explore
revenue streams outside the traditional
verticals, as well as the extent to which upsells
were represented in total online revenues. Not
everyone answered these questions. Of those
that did, we found little consistency. In part
this may be because of how revenues are
categorized. For instance, one UK participant
said that they only offered print/online bundles
and so didn’t identify online-only in their
accounting.
Revenue from paid search engine placement
A wide range of answers were reported about
the paid search category. While Borrell
14

Associates projection that this is an
increasingly important revenue stream in the
U.S. and Canada, the rest of the world is not
as consistent. A Finnish participant reported
zero in this category, while a Swedish
participant reported more than 30 percent.
One of the largest UK online groups
estimated between 1 percent and 2 percent.
Estimated percent of revenue
from upsells
Again, no clear pattern in the answers to this
question, although we did discern a tendency
to much lower numbers from autonomous
online groups with completely or largely
separate sales forces, and higher numbers
from smaller groups and from smallercirculation community and regional
newspapers. The lowest (from a large UK
group run separately from the print
operations) was 1 percent; Hong Kong came
in at 30 percent; Finland was low, at about 4
percent of online from upsells and almost all
of that from recruitment.
In Canada there was a wide range, with an
average in the 20 percent to 25 percent mark
for the larger groups (through trending down
as overall revenues increase) to a high of 80
percent from a large community newspaper
group whose strategy is, basically, bundling
– but projected to fall to 70 percent this year
as overall online revenues increase by 30
percent; and 70 percent from another
(smaller) community newspaper chain.
Display, banners and pop-ups
The survey attracted a wide range of
responses, with some consistency around the
20 percent to 30 percent range. Many
participants didn’t supply answers to this
question, though.
Number of online-only sales people
We asked this question to see if there was
any correlation between the number of
online-only salespeople and total revenues.
Sales staffs are swelling as a result. In the
United States, the number of locally based
online-only salespeople grew 26 percent in
2006. Budgeted figures reported to Borrell
Associates for 2007 anticipate an extra 35
percent increase in hiring this year. Some of
the largest local sites are now employing two
dozen or more online-only salespeople as
they migrate from the upsell model to
embrace Web-only sales.
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The median gross revenue per online-only
salesperson was $278,570 and the largest
sites were seeing triple that rate.

Revenue per online-only
salesperson
U.S. – median

US$280,000

Canada – largest

US$2 million

Canada – mid

US$1 million

Canada – community

US$500,000

UK – average

US$750,000 to US$1 million

Source: SFN 2007, Borrell Associates

This figure is calculated from reporting by
1,329 sites by taking gross revenues and
dividing them by the number of salespeople
they have who sell only online advertising.
The figure includes a certain base of
“up-sold” advertising that the site receives.
One benchmark, identified in Borrell
Associates studies, is one online-only rep per
US$500,000 of online revenue. On average
we found that most survey participants seem
to be doing better than that, especially in the
UK where several groups reported sales
nearer US$1 million per online-only sales
rep. In Canada, the largest groups in fact
came in well above that, averaging almost
US$2 million for those with high-circulation
metropolitan dailies; US$1 million for midlevel circulation dailies; and falling much
closer to that benchmark US$500,000 for
community papers.
Mobile/PDA revenue included in total
online revenue
We collected no data on mobile and PDA
revenues, although several participants
identified it as a growth area. Of those that
did answer, revenue at this stage seems (in
their words) to be somewhere between
“immaterial” and “negligible”!

Value of an online dollar
This wasn’t a survey question, and almost
certainly wouldn’t have been answered if it
had been included. But it is critically
important, and we did some digging in public
filings to see what we could find. Very few
companies in fact provide clear details on the
profitability of their online operations,

although there is a growing trend towards
highlighting success stories.
So, is an online advertising dollar as
profitable as a print dollar? In the initial
years of online activity, clearly not. An
analysis of public filings and some recent
research by Borrell Associates shows that as
online divisions are being built and
significant investments are made in new
technology platforms and hiring staff,
margins are well below those from print
advertising. And of course, the loss of a print
advertising dollar falls almost entirely to the
bottom line, so that migration might save the
revenue (or some of it) but certainly not the
profit.
However, as online operations mature, the
profit picture becomes much brighter. A good
example here is the Trinity Mirror Group in
the UK. Between 2005 and 2006:
• Revenue from digital increased by 120
percent, from £11.1 million to £24.5 million
• As a proportion of Group revenue, digital
jumped from 2.1 percent to 4.8 percent
• The profit earned by digital operations rose
from 29 percent in 2005 to 32 percent in
2006
• That profit represented an increase of 147
percent on a cash basis
• Profit from core print operations fell by
almost 21 percent
And if we dig deeper into the half-year
results for Fairfax in Australia, online
EBITDA is now running at over 60 percent,
up from 28 percent for fiscal 2006. While
this doesn’t account for the impact of
depreciation of digital investments, it is
clearly a stunning performance that
powerfully outstrips the print division
EBITDA of less than 25 percent.
The scale of growth elsewhere also supports
the likelihood that size and profit are related.
The Guardian Media Group (in its 2006
annual report) announced that their online
operations grew 41 percent in 2005-2006,
with 12.9 million unique visitors at year-end
and a 10 percent share of the online
newspaper market in the UK. Although there
is no profit breakdown, that is a critical mass
that strongly suggests a strong profit
contribution, especially as Guardian
15
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Unlimited has a far broader online reach than
the company’s print products.
Schibsted, the leading Scandinavian
newspaper group, says in its 2006 annual
report that revenue from online rose by more
than 60 percent, and that in 2006 “Schibsted
changed from a newspaper company into a
company that is now also compared with
those whose main activities are online. The
share of our profit from this sector has
increased dramatically – from 19 percent to
28 percent.”

Market share
The responses to the market share questions
highlighted the challenges that newspapers
face as they adjust to competing for online
advertising revenues. Most participants were
able to give very specific data for their print
market. While some of these may be
subjective – there are many ways to define
and circumscribe your market – it is at least
fairly clear who the competitors are for
advertising and circulation. But when it came
to online market share, Jarkko Kyttänen of
Finland’s Helsingin Sanomat, spoke for
many in the industry: “Unfortunately,
measuring market share at the
product/category level can be very
inaccurate…”, as did Eva Josefsson at
Göteborgs-Posten, who was able to supply
detailed estimates for the print market, which
they dominate, but said that “we can’t
estimate market share for these online
categories.”
We found little correlation between print and
online shares. Generally, newspapers that
were strong in their print market (and in
particular a local market) tended to be quite
strong in what they defined as their online
market. But as was repeatedly pointed out,
the online market is open to far more
participants, and the information needed to
determine share – indeed, the information
needed to determine the extent of
competition – is difficult to pin down.
“Depends on definition, hugely skewed by
Google” was a typical comment.
Even within a single country, the online
percentage shares claimed by one participant
rarely jived with those of another once those
shares were quantified using their revenues.
It will be interesting to see if this changes by
16

the time of the next survey, and it may be
appropriate to develop a different
methodology to try and assess market share.
However, on one (and only one) market
sector did we find that the numbers did seem
to add up. Two of the leading UK newspaperowned online operations gave the same share
and roughly the same revenues for
recruitment online classifieds! If they are
both correct, then that market will be worth
more than £160 million a year and perhaps as
much as £180 million.
So, the only conclusions that can be drawn is
that for a newspaper to carve out an online
market share that comes close to its print
share, it helps to be dominant in its market,
and larger is better.
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2. Survey qualitative answers
and case studies
Compared with surveys in years past, the 2007
WAN Benchmarking New Digital Revenues
study included far more questions that required
explanations and detail. When we designed the
survey, we knew online newspaper executives
had a variety of approaches to revenuemaking, managing change and planning for the
future during this era of industry transition.
These qualitative answers would help us
understand how online revenue-making is
evolving for online newspapers over time.
This chapter will detail respondents’ plans for
the future for print and Web advertising
strategies, audience measurement and
differences between online and print
audiences. The qualitative portion of the
survey garnered dozens of responses from
online newspaper executives around the world.
The chapter ends with a detailed case study
about Fairfax’s digital media operation in
Australia, and its phenomenal growth of digital
revenues, from 2 percent of the group’s
revenue in 2003, to 9 percent estimated in
2007. EBITDA rose from 1.3 percent in 2003
to 13.7 percent share of overall revenues.

Horizon-watching
This part of the survey looks at what the
industry thinks is going to happen. Most of the
questions were framed around suggestions
made during informal discussions late in 2006.
As with previous. surveys, we found that some
participants didn’t answer qualitative
questions. In pursuing this it seems that in
many cases there was a reluctance to divulge
strategy, and several of those who did answer
also insisted that their answers must not be
used in a way that might identify them.
Accordingly, not everything that follows has
been attributed.

STEPS TAKEN TO SHORE UP ADVERTISING
REVENUES

Quite a few participants were adamant that
their print revenues were doing just fine, and
didn’t need any shoring up. Others were more
circumspect, and put this in the broader
strategic context of an integrated approach to
sustaining revenues and in particular, profits.
This was expressed very forcefully by Jarkko
Kyttänen, Product Category Manager at
17
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Helsingin Sanomat (Finland), who said “print
advertising is not declining right now but
rather growing rapidly. But of course, you
never know the future. We are investing a lot in
digital development to ensure growth.” He
continued: “It is too straightforward to assume
that online will get its share of advertising
revenues only from newspapers.”
A similar point was made by Eva Josefsson of
Göteborgs-Posten (Sweden), who explained
that “we have justt started an online sales
group that cooperates with our print sales
group”. Her paper sees a close alignment
between print and online to ensure that the
revenue and in particular the profit base is
maintained and then grown.
In Hong Kong, print display ad revenue not
declining, but there is a focus on investing in
recruitment Websites to provide added value to
print advertisers.
In the intensely competitive UK market, where
several national newspapers are going head-tohead, participants from that sector would only
answer off-the record. For the most part, they
see their revenue strategy built on brand
strength, and Websites accordingly “developed
on strong brand names”. These groups also
identified acquisitions as a way to maintain
and grow total revenues, although that doesn’t
necessarily deal with any underlying attrition
on the print side. From another major national
group: “The development of an online revenue
stream starts with the product, not the sales
team. Developing the brand online and in
mobile allows us to broaden our customer base
and deepen engagement with existing
customers. The online sales teams are focused
on enlarging the pool of advertisers to reflect
the different audience profile, and on utilizing
the cross-platform opportunities that a multimedia brand can offer.”
Regional and community papers, often with a
lock on their local market and therefore not in
such a competitive situation, were more open.
Alex Green, Director of Digital Strategy at
Johnston Press, outlined his company’s
strategy as being based on a “combo of
packaged and online-only” that continues to
deliver growth. And there was a similar story
from Chris Bisco, Managing Director of CN
Group, who told us: “Our strategy is based
mainly on an inclusive print/online package
that we don’t unbundle, so separate reporting
would be misleading. We offer a complete
18

multi-media position in all categories”, and
again he projects growth in both print and
online advertising in his markets.

STRATEGIES IN PLACE FOR MULTIPLATFORM OFFERINGS

This question clearly veered into areas that
some participants didn’t want to discuss
openly. It also highlighted a key difference in
the industry, between the companies that are
investing outside the conventional print/online
framework and those (usually the smaller and
regionally/community focused groups) that are
not currently planning to develop an online
presence beyond newspaper-branded Websites.
Eva Josefsson of Göteborgs-Posten explained
that their key account managers offer
packages that include elements of all of their
products, and one of the smaller UK national
“quality” papers told us that their only
current strategy is “upsells where possible” –
interestingly, their ratio of online to total ad
revenue was at the low end of the range for
the UK industry. At the top end of that range
was the group that reported “we have just
reorganized ourselves into hubs which
contain both offline and online skill sets, in
addition to strategic planners and creative
solutions personnel.”

HOW IS AUDIENCE MEASURED?
Most participants had their own methodology,
and most seemed satisfied with the results. No
clear favourite(s) emerged. For Associated
Northcliffe Digital (AND) it was essentially
“the extent to which they respond and provide
leads to our advertisers, be it cars, property or
jobs”, although as one of the largest
newspaper-owned digital groups with very
substantial parent company investment in
recent years (over £150 million, according to
the latest annual report) there is clearly a much
greater degree of sophistication than that might
imply.
And audience measurement is definitely seen
as critical to shaping online strategy. A senior
manager at another leading UK group said:
“The rise of IPTV and video advertising have
been huge, as well as the shift of FMCG
brands to spending online. Video advertising
will continue to grow, and advertisers being
comfortable around UGC content and more
creative ways to monetize this type of content.
Mobile advertising is also looking to grow,
although there needs to be standardization of
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ad formats across the operators first, and a
shift away from using the same measurement
as a Web campaign. Mobile is a unique
individual medium, and advertising creatives
and measurement should allow for this.”
Implicit in this is concern that measurement is
not only very important to advertisers, but that
there is a need for constant innovation to
ensure that new platforms and sources of
online revenue are immediately capable of
audience measurement.
Generally, the larger companies use a mix of
external and internal techniques. Jarkko
Kyttänen (Helsingin Sanomat): “We measure
audience by a normal traffic measurement; (b)
multiplatform Atlas-research where we can for
example measure the total reach of our brand
and almost anything else we need; and (c) we
are also developing Web-analytics heavily this
year.”

KEY DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PRINT AND
ONLINE AUDIENCES

Surprisingly, the responses to this question
were in some cases quite markedly different.
At Göteborgs-Posten, the online audience
“is 10 years younger, but otherwise the
demographics are very similar”. Helsingin
Sanomat reports a comparable age bias –
“younger people (under 35 years) are more
online. 43 percent of online users are under 35,
while the share of print readers (under 35) is
26 percent.” But this is where it gets
interesting. According to their Product
Category Manager, “men read more online
news. Only 43 percent of online users are
female, while the share of print female readers
is 51 percent”. At the Lawrence World-Journal,
though, and somewhat contrary to the
prevailing trend, “online skews younger and
higher female”.
It’s difficult to know if this is a one-off
aberration, because certainly the majority
of participants answering this question
indicated that the online audience is,
in the words of Alex Green (Johnston Press)
“younger, more male”.
There was certainly agreement that online
audiences are younger, even if the extent
varied somewhat across countries and
individual properties. There was also, at least
on the part of those who raised the point, a
wider catchment area for online. Jarkko
Kyttänen again: “Print is more local. Almost

50 percent of print readers live in the Helsinki
metropolitan area. The share of online users
(in Helsinki) is around 40 percent. Hong
Kong’s South China Morning Post said much
the same: “…more international audience for
online”. And anecdotally, this has certainly
been true for papers of record for many years.
The Washington Post online has always had a
much higher national and international user
base than the print newspaper, as one of the
sites that people outside the principal
circulation area tend to visit for national news.
The impact of this phenomenon on advertising
would be an interesting study in itself.

WHAT WERE THE MOST SIGNIFICANT
DEVELOPMENTS FOR ONLINE
ADVERTISING IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS?

This question focused not so much on horizons
as sunsets. Perspectives, as reflected in the
responses, tended to be personal and indicative
of local experiences. For the South China
Morning Post, 2006 was the year that they
started to get some ad revenue for multimedia.
A couple of participants talked about Google
AdSense and other contextual advertising. At
Helsingin Sanomat, growth rates, and the rise
of local search were flagged as key
developments.
UK newspapers identified several points that
generally underpinned the substantial year-onyear growth in 2006. Market consolidation of
key competitors was a recurring theme, as was
fragmentation due to the emergence of new
online-only challengers. Also mentioned transference from offline to online, growth of
interest from advertisers, paid search, growth
in online display, and new formats (e.g. video).
Video is seen as a major growth opportunity,
and is discussed later in this report.

WHAT DO YOU THINK WILL BE THE MOST
SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS FOR
ONLINE ADVERTISING IN THE NEXT
MONTHS?

12-24

This is the question that everyone asked to
have included in the survey, although by no
means everyone was prepared to supply
answers and several did so only on condition
that there be no attribution.
One of the more common themes was the
growth of online at the expense of print, or at
least against a backdrop of much slower print
growth. Elsie Cheung of the South China
19
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Morning Post spoke of more demand for
multimedia ad platforms, and variations of that
general point were echoed by Eva Josefsson of
Göteborgs-Posten (importance of creating “a
better understanding of the online
opportunities”) and Jarkko Kyttänen of
Helsingin Sanomat (“more locally focused
advertising solutions, more competition and
rapid product development). Richard Shamsi
highlighted “the move to multi-channel,
namely mobile, video, print and online
packaging, and other offerings” and on the
competitive front, “Google’s move into display
and classified markets”.

WHAT DO YOU SEE AS THE IMPACT ON
PRINT OF THE GROWTH IN DIGITAL MEDIA
AND ONLINE ADVERTISING?

The final question in the horizon-watching
section addressed a critical point, though in
many cases it was asked of people not
necessarily as invested in the future of print.
Here there was a high degree of consistency!
A selection of responses:
• Significant impact on key verticals (UK,
Independent)
• Long-term pressure on print, especially
classifieds (UK, Johnston Press)
• The print world is already embracing online
and mobile, and will continue to develop their
products in these areas. Digital media allow
greater immediacy and interaction than
traditional print and there is a symbiosis
between all platforms, with the larger printed
product driving traffic to online and mobile
properties. We can see demonstrable spikes in
our digital media whenever we use the
considerable might of the paper. (UK,
“quality” national, and unfortunately not for
attribution because this raises very important
and interesting issues)

• Print is still the major source of income and
profit in the foreseeable future
• Selling and marketing is based on total reach,
not only print reach (Finland, Helsingin
Sanomat).

Keeping print and online separate
The notion of keeping print and online
advertising departments separate was not a
specific question in the survey. However, it
was implied by some of the questions and it
did emerge as a theme in some of the
responses. We did not find consensus on this,
although there is clearly a trend toward
separation. Companies with a large portfolio of
newspapers almost always separated their
digital divisions from the print operations,
although some overlap on the sales side might
still be baked into the structure. And the very
large single-title papers (for instance,
Washington Post) were also likely to have
separate digital divisions. With the former, a
key reason at the outset was the need to find a
way to manage diverse activity across the
group, but in both cases there is also another
factor, namely the growing realisation that the
online market is in many respects different –
and not just different now but likely to become
even more distinct over time. Indeed, the most
successful Web operations are those that have
developed independent platforms with separate
branding from the newspaper, and even
competing with the papers for advertising
spend.
Borrell Associates is a strong proponent of
separation. Colby Atwood (President of
Borrell Associates) has this to say:

• Digital media will grow much faster than
print. However, the impact on our print display
ad revenue is expected to be minimal for the
next few years. Classified recruitment ads will
continue to drop from print, though, and we
have to develop a very good recruitment
Website to sell both print and online bundles if
we want to sustain revenue (Hong Kong,
SCMP)

“We recommend that a newspaper's online
operations be as autonomous as possible
from the newspaper itself so that the online
business can grow without being restricted to
selling to only the advertisers who happen to
be buying print ads. The newspaper should
give its online operation the benefit of as
many assets as possible (content, money) and
the constraints of as few procedures and
political baggage (hiring practices, onerous
short-term ROI requirements) as possible,”
Atwood said.

• Print advertising will continue to grow but at
a slower pace (Sweden, Göteborgs-Posten)

“One of the assets that the newspaper brings
to its online operation is the relationships that
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it has with existing print advertisers, many of
whom should be online advertisers as well.
The answer to the question of who should be
responsible for print-to-online upsells
depends, I believe, on the depth of the
newspaper's commitment to having its online
operation maximize its potential. What the
newspaper's management decides to do here is
a strong indicator of how clearly they see the
Internet becoming a viable ad medium, rather
than an adjunct to the newspaper,” Atwood said.
“If you were the Internet Sales Manager at a
newspaper site, your ideal scenario would
probably be to have the print reps be happy
to bring your salespeople on joint calls to
their clients -- a step toward allowing those
clients to shift their relationship toward your
online side if that is the best thing for them to
do,” he said.
“A less desirable situation is the one in which
the online reps are responsible for the upsells.
The main problem in this case is that the print
reps are naturally protective of their print
clients, and resist the idea of having anyone
else involved in that relationship. The effect is
to curtail the online reps' ability to reach some
promising prospects,” Colby concluded.
Although we did not make this a distinct
component of the 2007 survey, the results do
bear out that approach. Some of the largest
companies, such as CanWest MediaWorks in
Canada and Associated Northcliffe Digital
(AND) in the UK, do not allocate online
revenues to the papers, and they run several
platforms completely separate from the
papers. This is in some respects a departure
from the early days of newspaper online,
when the publishers were typically bonused
on attributable online revenues – Knight
Ridder, for instance, had complex incentive
plans to get publishers onside, and revenues
were double-counted in both the digital and
the print management accounts.
While most survey participants would not
discuss this for attribution, it is clear that for
many media companies the focus is
increasingly on the advertiser and not on the
medium. They will therefore structure
themselves to compete for advertising
revenues, and the newspaper and its branded
websites will be one but only one of the
channels used to do that. Putting it another
way, form follows function!

It’s not straightforward, though, and there are
many big-city papers that have highly
integrated web divisions that also have the
autonomy needed to create additional online
personae even to the extent of competing for
local advertising revenues. This is obviously
a matter for local managements in light of
local circumstances, and perhaps an area of
future study.

Fairfax finds success with digital
profitability
Publishers can develop a digital strategy even
in the face of a flagging core business. Witness
Fairfax Media in Australia.
Fairfax, Australia’s second largest newspaper
company, continues to finetune its print
business whilst growing a digital business that
is projected to represent 13.7 percent of the
company’s revenues in fiscal year 2007, up
from 6.3 percent in financial year 2006. The
online unit’s earnings grew 42 percent from
AU$11 million to AU$15.6 million from mid2006 to mid-2007.
That’s helping keep Fairfax’s overall
performance steady. Despite lackluster print
advertising performance in the six months
ending 31 December 2006, Fairfax’s overall
earnings declined only 2.7 percent from
AU$124.8 a year prior.
CEO David Kirk says its success in creating
mobile partnerships and major online
advertisers has helped drive revenue.
Kirk said that “Finding (print) advertising
sales growth has been hard work in the current

Fairfax’s digital success
The latest half-year results for Fairfax Media
in Australia show dramatic growth
from its digital operations
Ë Between 2003 and 2007, digital revenue
grew from 2 percent to 9 percent of group
revenue
Ë More importantly, EBITDA rose from a
1.3 percent contribution to a spectacular
13.7 percent share of overall revenues
Ë Growth is still running at a very high rate,
with a 44% year-on-year increase to the end
of 2006
Source: Fairfax Media, 2007
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environment, but we have worked creatively
and well together to get the best out of a soft
market.”

week reading and the holy grail, the
effectiveness of advertising (ROI) in our
newspapers.’

Meanwhile, Fairfax is tweaking the formula
for even its biggest, most established
properties. Its most circulated titles are The
Age and the Sydney Morning Herald, which
were founded 152 years ago and 175 years ago
respectively. But in April 2007, Fairfax
announced these would change from
broadsheets to a narrower format.

Quality of readership is just as important to
advertisers, and Australia’s largest media
buyer, Harold Mitchell, believes that Fairfax’s
moves to improve its readership are working.

While the company stated that the change is
primarily driven about concerns of reader
comfort, the change also recognises that the
dwindling classifieds market no longer
requires the column spread of a broadsheet.
Media analysts noted the new format could save
up to AU$14 million per year in newsprint and
ink, but initially these savings will be offset in
the cost of converting presses, estimated at
tens of millions of Australian dollars.

ADVERTISING
Fairfax Media has had great success in online
advertising – it’s No. 1 in Australia in news
and info, No. 2 in jobs, homes and car
classifieds.
That’s key in a market where Internet
advertising is bv far the fastest growing
segment, with a 62 percent growth between
2005 and 2006. Though Commercial
Economic Advisory Service of Australia
figures show that Internet advertising holds
just, over 6 percent market share, that’s
increasing sharply. Internet advertising is now
the third most popular form of advertising,
passing outdoor, radio and magazines.
Meanwhile, traditional media advertising
budgets grew at a relatively robust 5.2 percent
in 2005 but in 2006 could only muster 1.2
percent. Newspapers hang on to 38 percent of
the AU$10.5 billion media advertising market,
while free-to-air television has 32 percent.
Fairfax wants to match its online success in by
challenging the status quo of the buying and
selling of advertising and creating newspapers
for the future. The Age’s Advertising Director,
David Hoath, said the company is ‘keen to
better understand the impact of certain
advertisement types and the respective
editorial environments in which they appear,
the role of proportionality of a page in impact
terms, the significance of sections and day of
22

Part of its growth comes from its recent merger
with Rural Press, which makes the group the
largest publisher by titles in the country.
Fairfax CEO Kirk recognises that media
audiences continually fragment and that
recognising trends in consumer behaviour is
important for the future of newspapers. He
also recognises that media is changing rapidly
and that Fairfax is strategically positioned to
take advantage of these changes to stay in
business.
Some of Kirk’s optimism comes from
circulations numbers. Fairfax has the fastest
growing newspaper circulation and readership
in Australia. For example, research showed
that from 2003 to 2006 readership of the
Sydney Morning Herald (SMH) print and
online versions grew by 13 percent. Kirk
believes this growth can be attributed to
improvements in editorial quality.

“WE ARE BECOMING A DIGITAL MEDIA
COMPANY.”
Now, in print and online Fairfax reaches 4.5
million people around the world. It’s that
strength that Fairfax believes can be utilised to
strengthen their share of the advertising
market, especially thanks to its online reach.
“We are becoming a digital media company.
We’re reaching more people than we have in
the company’s history,” says Bruce Wolpe,
director corporate affairs for Fairfax media.
Fairfax has realised that Internet and mobile
technology allows them to span the natural
boundaries and to be collaborative and
connected with print, digital, editorial and
advertising.
The 75.6 percent growth in digital revenue
reflects the huge increase in traffic on Fairfax
Digital. One of the growth drivers is the
strategic partnerships with Australia's four
major mobile phone carriers. The company has
appointed a director of mobile services to
lead delivery development in the burgeoning
market.
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The continuing innovation agenda is gaining
good response form advertisers. Industries
that are now reaching their markets through
Fairfax Digital include health, beauty,
pharmaceuticals and alcoholic beverages.
The strong classified businesses have
allowed a strong performance with display
advertising, particularly in the lucrative
automotive and real estate advertising sales
growth, according to Liam Walsh, Media
Sales Director at Fairfax Digital.

ARE THE RIVERS OF GOLD DRYING UP?
Despite circulation growth, Fairfax’s
classified section – once known
affectionately by management as the ‘rivers
of gold’ – were expected to be the biggest
casualty as online sites encroached on the
market. Fairfax has countered this trend
using their own online sites. In five years,
classifieds share of advertising revenue has
dropped from 47 percent to around 42
percent – reflecting the switch to online by
advertisers.
Tony Hale of The Newspaper Works, noted
that “No on can deny the drift to online – and
it will continue – but online is attracting new
advertisers.”
David Kirk noted that “Fairfax’s
management of our exposure to the downside
of classifieds migration at the major metro
papers has been crucial to the successful
future of the company – because we
understood the urgency, we turned it into an
opportunity.”
Fairfax has dominated share of national
online news, national online advertising, and
majority of online classifieds. Media industry
analysts predict that the Fairfax’s Digital
Media earnings will amount to 20 percent of
total earnings.
Kirk attributed this online success to a
variety of factors. “We got more out of
smaller markets, we diversified our media
platform and we extended our audiences,” he
said.
Still, display advertising remains the major
revenue contributor for Australian
newspapers. Display actually increased from
52.3 percent to 57.6 percent from 2002.
Fairfax has an innovative approach to this
sector of advertising with its post-it notes

and panorama advertisements. New printing
facilities, according to Kirk, ‘ensure
advertisers reach their markets and provide
Fairfax media with new revenue streams’.
At Fairfax’s Melbourne flagship, The Age,
Communications Director Nigel Henham
expands on the advances in new technology
in print production. “Whereas we could only
manage three inserts with our previous plant
we can now go up to eight. We can offer
zoned editions – giving advertisers the ability
target particular regions.”

AUSTRALIAN NEWSPAPER
LANDSCAPE

The April 5, 2007 merger of Australia’s
second and third largest newspaper groups,
Rural Press Limited and Fairfax Media
(formerly John Fairfax Holdings Limited) is
the biggest change in Australian newspapers
in over 20 years. However, News Limited
remains number one in circulation revenues
for the reading public little has changed, with
familiar mastheads still dominating the
market.
Australia has two national daily newspapers,
nine metropolitan and about 40 regional
dailies plus hundreds of weekly, specialist
and community papers. There are nine
metropolitan Sunday newspapers and others
in regional centres.
• News Limited is the giant of the Australian
newspaper scene. It publishes The Australian
as well as dailies in Darwin, Adelaide,
Hobart, Melbourne, Sydney and Brisbane,
Sunday papers in those cities plus Perth and
big regional dailies on the Gold Coast and in
Far North Queensland. In percentage terms it
controls 68 percent of the Australian market
(70 percent of metropolitan and 30-35
percent of all Australian newspapers
measured by circulation). It is the biggest
community newspaper publisher in Australia.
• Fairfax Media has regional newspaper and
on-line interests and is publisher of The Age
in Melbourne The Australian Financial
Review and the Sydney Morning Herald. The
company’s magazine interests include the
business weekly BRW. The newly merged
Fairfax Media and Rural Press control 24
percent of the metropolitan market and just
over 37 percent of regional newspapers.
Fairfax is also the biggest newspaper
publisher in New Zealand.
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• Rural Press (now merged with Fairfax
Media) is the major Australian agricultural
publisher and printer and operates a chain of
regional dailies including those in Ballarat
and Bendigo as well as Launceston, Burnie
and Tamworth. Its “flagship” is The Canberra
Times.
• Australian Provincial Newspapers (APN)
has 14 daily newspapers in Queensland and
Northern New South Wales and is the biggest
commercial radio broadcaster in Australia. It
has newspapers and magazines in NZ
including the major daily in that country, the
New Zealand Herald in Auckland.
• The only Australian metro daily that
remains independent of big media groups is
the Perth based West Australian. It may
change hands in the near future as the
Channel 7 organisation has purchased a
strategic holding in parent Western
Australian Newspapers.
• There are only a handful of regional daily
newspapers which are independently owned:
dailies in Shepparton and Mildura in
Victoria, Wagga Wagga and Broken Hill in
New South Wales.
• In the streets of Sydney and Melbourne,
and recently Brisbane, after lunch Monday to
Friday, you will find delivery stands with
copies of a free tabloid commuter newspaper
(aimed essentially at younger people who are
not regular newspaper readers.) There is also
a long-established free suburban daily in
Sydney, the Manly Daily.
Mark John Sheehan is the associate head
of Deakin University, Regional and
Development, and its chairman of the
undergraduate public relations programme.
Sheehan is also the editor of Asia Pacific
Public Relations Journal.
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3. Classified networks
By Martha L Stone
Classified advertising networks create benefits
for advertising contributors because of a
digitalisation-powered phenomenon called
“Network Effects.” The power of the network
can create exponentially more audience for the
same product or service, compared with a local
audience it once had before digitalisation.
The traditional business model for classified
advertising is based on a local geography, with
newspapers as the distribution channel for
classifieds listings targeted to subscribers in
their local markets. When newspapers started
distribution of local classified advertising on
their local Websites, the geographic reach was
broadened beyond the subscribership, and in
most cases, on a limited national and
international playing field.
The online classified network model is an
aggregation of multiple newspapers’ classified
inventories, and provides national and
international distribution of classifieds, with
the benefit of cross-promotion from all of the
participating media. The result is significantly
more traffic for the same local advertising, and

the ability to drive traffic to local websites for
locally targeted listings.
For the consumer, classified networks provide
more robust listings for desired products,
giving them more choice for the goods and
services they want to buy. This feature of
classified networks adds exponentially more
traffic from a significantly wider region.
Typically, the very newspapers participating in
the network are the businesses deriving the
financial gain from the network effects. The
networks have proven to be enormously
profitable businesses, though in some cases
they don’t come close to regaining the lost
revenues that have shifted from the high-yield
print channel to the low-yield Internet channel.
For example, Careerbuilder.com, the largest
jobs website in the United States, earned about
US$700 million in revenues in 2006, and drew
more than 16.7 million unique visitors in
November 2006. In Norway, the No. 1
classifieds site, FINN.no, earned 398 million
NOK, or US$65.5 million, in 2006, and is one
of Norway’s most profitable online businesses.
Many national classified advertising networks
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Network effects
Newspaper classifieds section to Person

and Yahoo and national competitors from nontraditional media companies
• All have large, and growing, sales forces
• The majority contribution of newspaper
classified sales in the network has been
replaced by a majority contribution from the
network’s sales force
Some significant differences in the models are:

Local online classified network

• Some networks have minority ownership
among the partners, while others have one
majority owner
• In some cases, partner newspapers share in
the networks’ revenues and in some cases, the
network serves as a cross-promotional
partnership
The following are three cases studies of
successful national classified advertising
networks: Fish4 in the United Kingdom, FINN
in Norway, and Classified Ventures in the
United States.

National online classified network

Source: 2007 Shaping the Future of the Newspaper

have been very profitable over time, and have
adjusted their business models in order to
maximise profit.
Typically, classified advertising networks
around the world have mirrored each other’s
approaches to business strategies. Consider:
• Most classifieds networks are owned by
newspaper companies
• Networks were built as a defensive measure
against international competitors like Google
26

Fish4.co.uk

CEO: Joe Slavin
Base: London
Reach: United Kingdom
Verticals: Jobs, real estate, autos
Founded: 1999
Revenue in 2006: £290m
Projected revenue in 2009: £650m
Founding partners: Newsquest Media Group,
Northcliffe Newspapers Group Limited,
Trinity Mirror and Guardian Media Group
Regional Newspapers including 650 regional
papers and 190 regional websites
Traffic: 2.5 million unique visitors for
Fish4Jobs.co.uk, compared with 2.2 million
uniques for its closest competitor, Monster
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Fish4 listings and revenues
Classified vertical

May 2007 listings

2006 revenues
(millions of £)

Fish4jobs
Fish4Homes
Fish4cars

50,000
250,000
100,000

£200
£35
£55

Projected
2009 revenues
(millions of £)
£400
£150
£100

Source: Fish4

“The power of the classified advertising
network probably goes back to the
impression that all advertising is either local
or national,” said Joe Slavin, CEO of Fish4,
one of the most profitable online businesses
in the UK. Fish4 started in 1999 to compete
against the likes of Monster, an international
recruitment website, in the UK – in order to
aggregate local listings on a national scale.
“Now it’s interesting, because it’s all twisted.
Monster has taken a different twist to be
local, and newspapers have the perspective to
be national.”
The Fish4 network is promoted by member
newspapers and their online newspapers in
exchange for their advertising distributed on
the national UK network. Newspapers sell in
to the network, but receive no revenue share.
“You kill it and you eat it,” is the way Slavin
describes the agreement between Fish4 and
the newspapers – newspapers gain revenues
if they sell the ads. Each company has a
stake in Fish4, which is becoming quite
profitable. Slavin estimates Fish4’s revenues
will double from £200m in 2006 to an
estimated £400m in 2009. About half of the
listings come from newspapers, and half
come from Fish4 sales efforts, but the Fish4
portion is rising.
Since the beginning of 2006, when Slavin
started as CEO, Fish4 has gone through a
metamorphosis. They have transformed from
relying upon “upsells” from newspaper
salespeople to being an aggressive
“outbound” sales organisation.
“We’re out shaking the trees, rather than just
relying on an upsell to get on Fish4,” Slavin
said. “It’s a dramatic difference how we’ve
succeeded in the marketplace. We’re on the
offensive and it’s paying dividends. We’re
talking to 2 million employers in the UK and
get packages out, instead of an upsell. Our

revenues have never been better; we are
outstripping the industry (growth average).”
Slavin recommends three key strategies when
developing a national classified advertising
network:
1. It makes no sense fighting the old war.
The new war is a network of sites and the
enemy is Monster. It’s not the war with the
local newspaper. Get over the old stuff and
think about the new stuff.
2. Don’t underestimate the value of your own
product. The ability of newspapers to
generate response is phenomenal, so believe
in your product. Don’t throw the noose over
the tree yet. “When I talk to newspaper sales
people, and ask how many responses they
think the best jobs site ads get, they say
1,000 or more, or 500 or more, and many
people raise their hand. The answer is below
five. They realise they’ve got something
there that is valuable. If you can combine the
response of print and response of Web – it is
overwhelming, the response from both can’t
be touched by any job board. It’s a new era;
print and Web will keep customers quite
happy.
3. It’s an outbound sales business. You go to
any paper in the UK, and the calls go in, not
out. We here make about 85,000 phone calls
a month. I promise you that none of those
people (at recruitment agencies) call us. We
have to go out and ask for business.
Managing incredible growth is among the
biggest challenges facing Fish4 this year,
Slavin said. “We’re outstripping the
industry’s 30 to 35 percent growth now.
Our ability to grow properly, to get sales
people up to speed, to get them to contribute
as early as possible, are big challenges,” he
said.
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biggest contributors to each of the CV
verticals, over time, CV and its sales force of
500+ now earn the lion’s share of the more
than US$420 million in revenues.

ClassifiedVentures.com

As the consumer is shifting its classified
consumption habits to online, more traffic and
listings are coming from the national online
networks, Jauernig said.

CEO: Daniel Jauernig
Base: Chicago
Reach: United States
Verticals: Cars, homes, apartments
Founded: 1997
Revenue in 2006: US$340 million, with 20
percent profit margin before taxes
Projected 2007 revenue: US$425 million
Projected revenue growth: Projects 30 to 35
percent revenue growth for at least five years
Partners, with 170 newspapers, including:
McClatchy, 25.5 percent; Tribune Co., 27.8
percent; Gannett: 23.6 percent; Washington
Post 16.5 percent; Belo: 6.6 percent
Employees: 1,000, half devoted to sales
operation, plus 500 selling into CV network
across the 170 newspaper companies

ClassifiedVentures.com
2006 revenues
Classified vertical

2006 revenues
(millions of $)

Percent of revenue
from newspapers

Cars.com

$265

20 percent

Apartments.com

$65

30 percent

Homescape.com
and Homegain.com

$95

100 percent
for Homescape

Source: Classified Ventures

ClassifiedVentures.com was the first
classifieds network, launched a decade ago in
1997 in the United States, a partnership among
several of the largest U.S. newspaper chains.
After a difficult first five years, CV became the
market leader in each of its verticals: cars and
apartments listings, and second in new homes,
after category killer Realtor.com.
While each of the 170 contributing newspapers
of the five newspaper companies were the
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“As a result, newspapers need to be a part of
this national network. Ten years ago , when we
started cars.com, 50 percent of the traffic came
from newspaper websites. Now it’s less than
20 percent. It just tracks consumer behaviour
today,” he said.
Jauernig had some advice for those thinking of
building a national classifieds network.
1. Force yourself to think outside the box, give
the network the freedom to do what makes
sense, to sell in the local market, or by joint
venture sales force. Be open to different ways
to sell and build the product and bring to
market.
2. Give the network the proper start in order to
succeed. If you are late to market, you may
need to do an acquisition or two to get started.
I don’t think it’s ever too late, but it makes best
sense to do what you made need to make an
acquisition to enhance it. Third-party investors
make it complicated because of their
concentration on early profits.
3. Infuse the venture with capital to be
successful. Microsoft and Google have billions
on their balance sheet to enable acquisitions.
It’s hard for newspapers to keep up. Provide
the venture with capital and give it the freedom
to do what makes sense to protect the legacy
assets.
The participating newspapers sell the
classifieds on a network level. Half of the
revenues come from the CV side, and half
from the newspaper side. “We build the
products and promote the products, and the
newspapers sell the products. Our products
power the newspaper.com websites and they
provide us with the promotion,” Jauernig said.
Classified Ventures also spends a great deal of
money on promoting the national brand, with
advertising and distribution deals. For
example, CV spends millions each year
advertising on Kelly Blue Book and Microsoft
Network (that is, MSN) to generate traffic to
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Cars.com. “Overall we spent US$85 million
promoting our websites in 2006. Monster
reinvests 80 percent of its revenues on their
product development,” Jauernig said.
Gross margins are 20 percent to 25 percent
before tax. Monster’s pretax margins are 22
percent, while Yahoo’s are 25 percent.
The biggest challenges for Classified Venture
in 2007 are the growing competition in every
classified category. Our challenge is to reinvest
our revenue in sales and marketing, and
increase the market penetration of each
vertical. One way to do that is to reach more
franchise car dealers, for example. Another
challenge is to raise prices to get closer to
traditional media. Right now it’s only at 30 to
40 cents on the dollar.
For this year, Jauernig wants to increase the
size of the sales force, add more marketing and
product enhancements, develop new products
and add more consumer content to
contextualize the sites. “In the auto category,
we want to add consumer generated content,
including video. Content helps users become
more actively engaged,” Jauernig said. CV also
is testing mobile content for the real estate sites.

FINN.no
CEO: Terje Seljeseth
Base: Oslo
Reach: Norway
Verticals: Autos, homes, jobs, used items
Founded: 2000
2006 Revenue: 398 million NOK,
or US$65.5 million, one of Norway’s most
profitable online companies
2006 EBITA profit: 148 million NOK, or
US$24.4 million

For Terje Seljeseth, the power of the national
classified advertising network is its market
reach throughout Norway. “Today the effect of
the network is much more than in 2000, and
that is because of the very strong market
position that FINN has in Norway. We have a
very strong knowledge of the market, and we
are the leading classified portal,” said
Seljeseth.
Five newspapers, including one national,
Aftenposten, and four regionals, Adresseavisen
(Ttrondheim), Bergens Tidende (Bergen),
Stavanger Aftenblad (Stavanger) and
Fædrelandsvennen, provide promotional power
and classifieds listings from around the
country.
The functions of the newspaper partners are
different than when they started in 2000.
Far fewer ads are generated by the newspapers.
The newspapers don’t cross promote Finn.no
as much as in the beginning. All classified
advertising sections are branded with FINN at
the five newspapers. “The branding is good for
establishing a safe brand among the customers.
Now it’s not as important. Now we go out and
get the ads ourselves, directly from the
customers either private or businesses.
We are now competing with the newspapers.
That’s a big difference,” Seljeseth said.
“The most important learning for the
newspaper site is to let the classified site
compete with themselves. There are examples
of networks that have not done that. It is very
difficult to build a network with classified
newspapers that should succeed without let the
network competing with itself, to caniblalise.
You have to let them compete with
themselves,” he said.

2005 Revenue: 270 million NOK
Partner ownership: 62 percent owned by
Aftenposten, a Schibsted newspaper. Minority
owners, which also contribute classifieds, are
Norwegian regionals: Adresseavisen
(Ttrondheim), Bergens Tidende (Bergen),
Stavanger Aftenblad (Stavanger) and
Fædrelandsvennen.
Traffic: April 2007 traffic is 1.2 million uniques
Employees: 180, half on the sales side, and
half on the technical side, mostly developing
new products and improving existing products
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1. Let the company compete with yourself.

FINN.no revenues, 2005-2006
Classified vertical

2005 listings

2006 listings

Autos

290,000

333,000

Homes

85,000

98,000

Jobs

53,000

96,000

Used goods
(bikes, furniture, etc.)

408,000

780,000

2. Make sure that the company is engaging in
several fields, and building the organisation.
Build an online culture, not a newspaper
culture. Newspapers are not used to
establishing new and fast-growing companies.
Don’t hire just people from the newspaper;
hire people from the different classified
categories.

Source: Finn.no

3. Organise the company with one company in
a dominant governance position, like
Aftenposten.

FINN.no revenues growth
2002-2006 (NOK millions)
500

The newspapers can upsell several categories
of ads to online company, including cars,
homes, job and used goods.

400
300
200

For 2007, FINN’s challenges are innovating
new products. Right now, FINN’s penetration
in each vertical market is very high, so in order
to grow, they must create new products. This
year, FINN will launch a travel site and a
dating site. FINN is also trying to improve the
technologies on current sites.

100
0
2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

Source: Finn.no

And that strategy has led to a greater volume
of ads over time, Seljeseth said.
“Another learning from the Fish4 system is
that they built it with them holding equal
shares, which is a very difficult model,” he
said. “With FINN, Aftenposten holds 62
percent and the others are smaller.” Seljeseth
said it is easier to make decisions when one
company owns the controlling shares.

“We are trying to improve the products all the
time and looking for news ways to earn
money. The latest is we have developed a
business with taking video and pictures of
houses in a new way. We are using small
model helicopters, which take video of the
house and its surroundings. We also create 3-D
models of the house, which people can
redecorate using tools online,” he said.

Seljesseth said there are keys to success of
networks just starting out:

Norway: Aftenposten vs Finn in car classifieds
NOK millions
120

117

Aftenposten

95

83

100

96
80

107

Finn

98

99
93

80
12

86
72

60

85

87

90

29

43

64

68
56

40

44

20

26

24

22
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E2006

0
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Source: Schibsted
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4. Conclusion
One of the most powerful messages we heard
from the WAN Benchmarking New Digital
Revenues Survey is that industry executives
are growing weary of surveys. Another key
reason for survey avoidance is the growing
reluctance to share information that can be
can be useful to competitors. Although WAN
takes great care to protect the source of
financial data and only identifies companies
that make public filings, there is a growing
reluctance to supply revenue data, and
especially forecasts. This limited the
comparisons and analysis in this report, and
may shape the goals and design of future
surveys.
Many participants now have clear strategies
in place for their online operations, and have
resolved some of the print/online tensions.
This, too, influenced the unwillingness of
some to provide information that could
perhaps identify them, just because of the
details disclosed.
There continues to be a clear correlation
between circulation and online advertising
revenue, with the highest revenue per unit of

circulation earned by the larger circulation
newspapers. This is consistent across all of
the countries surveyed. However, although
there is a clustering at the lower revenue
points, there are also some newspapers that
have much higher online revenues than the
norm for their circulation. That raises the
possibility of growth potential at least for
those with strong positions in their markets.
The debate surrounding the separation of
online divisions from print continues.
Generally, though, the trend is towards
autonomy, and the hiring of online-only
salespeople. The beneficial results of that
approach are confirmed by successive Borrell
Associates studies and also by this survey.
That said, the bundling and upsell strategy
seems to be delivering acceptable results at
the community and smaller regional
newspaper level. Of course, and as noted
above, it is then open to question whether
those results might improve if those papers
hived off their online sales to a separate
group. The autonomy model is in place at
some of the largest metropolitan and national
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newspapers that are effectively single-title
companies (e.g. the New York Times,
Washington Post) but not at others (e.g.
Canada’s Globe & Mail) where there may be
an online division but nonetheless a
relatively high level of integration.
Online is now a significant contributor to
operating profit. Many newspapers are
reporting EBITDA of 30 percent to 40
percent from online, with highs of over 60
percent. This is encouraging not just in itself
but because it holds the promise of online
being able to replace the profit lost from
static or declining circulation and print
advertising in an industry where margins are
now not much more than 20 percent.

Newspaper website dependence
on Classified categories, 2006
Recruitment
48%

Other
25%

Automotive
15%

Real estate
12%

Source: Borrell Associates

Online continues to grow at a rapid rate,
averaging over 40 percent a year, and this is
expected to continue in 2008. The largest
media companies reported growth exceeding
60 percent, and although that likely isn’t
sustainable. The same companies are
estimating 25 percent and more in 2007 and
2008. Growth is expected across all categories,
especially online recruitment classifieds, this
being the vertical most frequently cited by
participants as crucial to their online success.
That makes sense, of course. With online
classifieds representing more than threequarters of online revenues, and recruitment
accounting for half and often more of online
classifieds, this is a key battleground. And key
also because there is very significant pure-play
competition in this sector. This was and indeed
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still is a “bread-and-butter” category for print,
and if newspapers cannot sustain their
dominance in recruitment advertising on the
Web, then big problems lie ahead.
An issue for some groups was branding.
Whether to focus on newspaper brands, a
group portal, or to respond according to local
circumstances and competition for online ads
is obviously a crucial decision. There is a slow
but growing recognition that in chasing online
revenues, the newspaper and its branded
website may be only part of the solution. The
Lawrence Journal-World, which is a smallcirculation paper (and participant in this
survey) is an important case study for the
newspaper industry, says Gordon Borrell,
because “it represents a small newspaper doing
exactly the right thing.” The Internet, he
maintains, “represents TWO opportunities for
newspapers – one to protect the print
franchise, and one to aggressively attack
competitors. The Lawrence Journal-World is a
20,000 circulation newspaper in Lawrence,
Kansas, a college town because of the
University of Kansas campus nearby. So the
newspaper creates LJWorld.com to represent
the newspaper's interests, and Lawrence.com
as a sassy, somewhat irreverent representation
of what the younger generation in that
community wants. They have a link to the
newspaper site and call it ‘the deadwood
edition’.” Other participants have adopted
variations on that theme, and some have
effectively divorced their online divisions
completely from the newspapers, allowing
them virtually free rein with their online
strategy.
Everyone, of course, wants to know where the
pot of gold is to be found. Paid search and
video are the most frequently-cited growth
opportunities, highlighted by most survey
participants and quantified vividly in the
Borrell Associates research. Whether it comes
to pass is also something we will want to
address next year and beyond.
Overall, then, 2006 was the year in which
newspaper online operations came of age.
Revenue growth continued to be strong,
profit growth in many cases was exponential
and at a level where it started to counter
profit declines from print, and most
companies finalized the key elements of their
online strategy.
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5. Appendix

2006-2007 World Association of Newspapers
“Benchmarking New Digital Revenues”
Survey, administered from February 2007
to April 2007.

General questions
Number of daily newspapers to which the data
below apply
Circulation of each paper to which the data
below apply

Survey

Total Web traffic (monthly uniques)

When answering the revenue questions, please
supply data for:

Total annual revenues – 2006 [1]

• The most recent business year ending in 2006
and
• If available, the budget for the business year
ending in 2007
Contact information
Country
Newspaper
Name
Position
e-mail
Phone (inc. country code)
Currency: please use your domestic currency

• Circulation
• Display Advertising, Print
• Display Advertising, Online [2]
• Classified Advertising, Print
• Classified Advertising, Online
• Other print or online revenue, please specify
Projected annual revenues – 2007 [1]
• Circulation
• Display Advertising, Print
• Display Advertising, Online [2]
• Classified Advertising, Print
• Classified Advertising, Online
• Other print or online revenue, please specify
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Online classifieds – 2006 [1]

Comments

• Automotive
• Real estate sales and rental
• Recruitment
• Other (please specify)
Online classifieds – 2007 [1]
• Automotive
• Real estate sales and rental
• Recruitment
• Other (please specify)
Online, additional breakout
• Online revenue included above from direct
mail to potential customers (for own
organization or for paying advertisers)
• Revenue from paid search engine placement
• Estimated percent of gross revenue from
upsells (percent of revenue driven by an
existing print sale to which an online feature is
added) [3]
• Number of online-only sales people [4]
• Mobile/PDA revenue included in total online
revenue
• Online revenue specifically from
collaborative ventures [2]
Horizon watching
• Steps taken to shore up advertising revenues
• Strategies in place for multi-platform offerings
• How is audience measured ?
• What were most significant developments for
online advertising in the last 12 months?
• What do you see as the most significant
developments for online advertising in the next
12-24 months?
• Key difference between print and online
audiences
Market share

Notes

Market share analysis is an essential measure
for the simple reason that “You can’t grow
what you don’t know.” This survey is seeking
estimates only for these categories: display and
classifieds, for print and online advertising in
your market for 2006.
Print

Online

• Display
• Classifieds
– Total
– Automotive
– Real estate
– Recruitment
– Other

• Display
• Classifieds
– Total
– Automotive
– Real estate
– Recruitment
– Other
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[1] When reporting online revenues, include only the
internet portion of any “combo” packages.
[2] Revenue received from participation in your own or a
national sales network (e.g. Google’s AdSense, Real
Cities, WorldNow’s national sales network) or from
national advertisers that include your site among others in
a campaign
[3] % of all revenue that is driven by an existing print sale
to which an online feature is added.
[4] The number of salespeople who work exclusively for
your online operation. Include sales manager(s) only if
that job also includes selling. Do not include print
salespeople who also happen to sell online. Fractions
accepted (e.g. 2.5 people).
[5] See note [2] above for definition.
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Digital Winners Conference,
8-9 March, 2007, Oslo
Telenor, the leading Norwegian
Telecommunications, IT and Media Group,
organised a two-day conference focused on the
science of making money from digital media, and
the strategic lessons learned from TV, Internet and
mobile developments in the past several years.
The event was co-sponsored by the World
Association of Newspapers and Telenor, and
followed another successful event on digital
success stories in 2003.
More than 130 participants came from
countries across Europe, plus Bangladesh,
USA, Gambia, Honduras, India, South Africa,
South Korea, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, Togo,
Venezuela, and United Arab Emirates.
The following are recaps of the presentations
from some of the most successful case studies
in digital revenue making in Scandinavia and
around the world.

Welcome – Jon Fredrik Baksaas,
President and CEO, Telenor
Telenor has grown significantly since its
founding, but this growth was mainly within

Norway until the mid-1990s, when
international expansion started to take off in
Scandinavia. De-regulation of the telecom
industry worldwide enabled Telenor to enter
into partnerships and secure licenses in other
countries. Today, Telenor has more than 150
million subscribers around the world, and
growing. It is the leading player in Norway –
but not without competition.
In 2005, Telenor celebrated its 150th
anniversary, but in the past 10 to 15 years, the
most innovative changes have taken place in
the company. Telenor pioneered mobile
services in1966. The mobile market expanded
the company internationally. Mobiles have had
a positive impact on the lives of individuals
and society and on economic life. This is even
more important in developing countries, where
there is often little fixed-line industry.
In 1994, Telenor’s profit was US$3 billion. In
2006 Telenor billed US$30 billion. 60 percent
of its activities are now outside Norway.
Telenor started its international foray in
Central and Eastern Europe and Asia, when the
investment climate was still difficult.
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14 years of internationalisation
Telenor‘s vision in 1994 was that half of our revenues should come from outside Norway by 2005
1994

2000

In Norway
18,5

2006

In Norway
33,2

Outside
Norway
0,1

In Norway
34,5

Outside
Norway
3,4

Outside
Norway
57,7

Market value:
NOK 196 bn
Revenues:
NOK 91,1 bn

Market value:
NOK 64 bn
Revenues:
NOK 36,6 bn

Revenues:
NOK 18,4 bn

Source: Telenor

Timothy Balding, WAN CEO,
Shaping the Future of the Newspaper
project

Years later, Telenor established a 30 percent
share of a market of 650 million people. Both
Pakistan and Bangladesh currently have the
most potential for winning large numbers of
new customers.

In response to emerging media market changes
and changing news consumer habits, the
newspaper industry has been exploiting digital
revenue opportunities. Media owners used to
be in control of the news and its consumption.
Now the users are in control. Newspapers are
making content available on multiple channels.

Moving forward, Telenor has three strategic
objectives:
• Continuing to pursue markets of Europe and
Asia
• Building its strong position in Norway and
Scandinavia
• Developing technology to remain at the
forefront of media/telecoms convergence

According to PriceWaterhouseCoopers, from
2001 to 2010, newspapers adspend will grow

Global advertising spending and market share, newspapers vs. Internet
Newspapers ad expenditure (US$ millions)
Newspapers market share (%)

US$ millions
160,000

Internet ad expenditure (US$ millions)
Internet market share (%)

140,000
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Sources: PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, Wilkofsky Gruen Associates
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Amarillo.com
ad units and pricing
Position “A”
($10-14 CPM)

Position “B”
($8-12 CPM)

Position “C”
($8-12 CPM)

Position “D”
($2-5 CPM)
from about US$ 100 billion to US$ 140
billion. Meanwhile, Internet adspend is
significantly smaller compared with
newspapers, the market share will grow from
3 percent in 2001 to 10 percent in 2010. This
has caused a challenge to maximise digital
adspend for newspapers, and stem the slow
market share decline for newspaper adspend.
This phenomena of declining market share
for newspapers and surging Internet adspend
is causing the industry a challenging business
environment, which we call at WAN the
20-Year Chasm. Newspaper companies around
the world are busy closing the gap between
high-yield high-revenue print advertising with
low-yield, high-volume digital advertising
business. It may take 20 years or more for
some media companies to recover gap between
print advertising and digital media. Schibsted
in Norway, however, is reporting that 50
percent of its profits will come from its digital
business this year, so some of the most
aggressively digital media companies clearly
will accelerate the recovery period.

AUDIENCE AGGREGATION
Advertising can now be targeted to more
specific audiences. The newspaper is the core,
but other elements provide more targeted
focus. However, the media content must be
different in these targeted publications for a
variety of demographic groups.

Newspapers should look to integrate
newspaper and digital advertising offers.
Most papers rely on classified ads for revenue.
Websites are now selling out of ad space,
therefore they are being redesigned to
incorporate a variety of well-defined spaces,
so prices can be differentiated.
Amarillo.com, a small local online newspaper
in Texas, previously had 17 ads on its home
page. This was redesigned and only four large
ad positions remain. This has allowed the
website to raise prices to US$14 cost per
thousand. In 2007, the company expects to
make more than US$4 million from online ads.
The Arizona Republic in Phoenix, is Arizona’s
largest newspaper. It has moved toward
audience aggregation. The newspaper has 55
percent reach, but the “long tail” – magazines,
supplements, classifieds, online and targeted
newspapers reach another 26 percent of the
market.
Audience aggregation is a worldwide trend.
Asahi Shimbun in Japan in the 1990s
recognised that time spent reading the paper
had reduced between 1995 and 2000, especially
among young men (down 45 percent). Also it
had no readers 19 years and under, as they use
only mobiles and Internet. Now it gets its
youngest readers over the mobile.
The Tampa Tribune this year expects to earn
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US$12 million in incremental revenue from
cross-media advertising packages, by
combining print, TV and online.

Strong competition
in the Nordic market

Mobile revenue opportunities hold more
potential than Internet advertising. It is a
personal device and is almost always on.
Industry experts say that the mobile industry
will be worth US$450 billion by 2010.
Whereas the Internet will generate just a
fraction of the mobile revenue.
250 papers in 44 US states have partnered Yahoo
for classified advertising, content sharing,
advertising sales and network. Previously they
had an average of 58 million visitors to their
sites. Now the Yahoo deal is signed, this is
expected to climb to some 131 million.
The Google PrintAds network, launched in
2006, operates like a big advertising agency.
In 2006, Google approached U.S. newspapers
to do placing deals. The newspapers can
accept, reject or re-negotiate price for the
reduced-price advertising. The ads are sent
through the Google network. Google takes a
15 percent commission like advertising agencies.

Source: Telenor

Satellite
Canal digital
Viasat

Digital
terrestrial
Boxer
RiksTV
DigiTV

Cable-TV
Canal digital
Com Hem
TDC Kabel
Tele2 Vision
GET
Welho
Local cable co.

Cable-TV
Canal digital
Viasat
TeleiaSonera
FAST-TV
Lyse
B2
Local cable co.

that is cost-effecive. Norway’s digital network
is established, and within two years will be
one of the most complex in the world because
of the country’s terrain. The digital network’s
expanded channels will allow more
broadcasters in and therefore become more
cost effective to reach audiences.

Many opportunities exist and are being exploited
for newspapers to expand opportunities with
advertisers in combination with digital media.

The next step is to shut down the analogue
network, which delivers only two channels,
while the digital network will allow for 10 to
14 new channels. This immediately has an
impact on cost, efficiency and democracy –
with more choice.

Stig Eide Sivertsen,
EVP Telenor and CEO Telenor
Broadcast,
Meeting consumers’ demand
in a digital world

Telenor has already invested some NOK1 to 2
billion in one satellite and is contracting for
another one in order provide infrastructure for
news TV channels and high definition (HD)
channels.

Telenor has engaged in TV services because it
is a lucrative business. There are three revenue
streams in the TV business.
• The license fee
• Pay TV (consumer payment – i.e. tapping
into the same source as other media)
• Advertising
Digitisation has helped expand the consumer
base because now there are new opportunities
for video distribution on multiple channels.
Pay TV, satellite TV, Cable TV and more has
transformed the TV industry from an
advertising medium to a medium with multiple
revenue opportunities in the past 15 years.
In Norway, there is plenty of competition for
TV revenues. Telenor’s strategy is to provide
unique content, and a business infrastructure
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The consumers who own plasma screens,
estimated at 80 percent of Norwegian
households, are HD ready. However, TV
companies in Norway are not ready to deliver.
The digitalisation also allows for more consumer
choice, to time shift and place shift the
consumption of TV content. You can get football
video on your mobile. Although viewers may
not watch content for hours on the small
screen, content can be edited for highlights.
Regardless of platform, we need to choose
between an advertising business model or a
consumer payment model. DRM (digital rights
management) is an issue in a consumer
payment model – need to find out who gets the
content and make sure they pay for it. The
consumer payment model requires uniqueness
of content if DRM is in place properly.
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Jan Grønbech,
Country Manager, Google Norway,
Mobile innovation, search,
applications and monetization
Google was one of the first to sell online
advertising. Google is now in 180 countries,
with 2.5 billion daily advertising buyers and
sellers.
The search result has two elements:
• On left – results in an organic index
• On right – ‘Adword’ results – paid ads,
when click on these generate income for
Google.
Google AdWords is a real-time keyword
search auction. The auction results will
dictate the order of the AdWords according
to frequency with which they are clicked.
The advertiser decides how much he wants to
pay for an ad, but cannot buy ranking in the
order. Best for users that adverts at the top of
the list are the ones most clicked.
Google AdWords will be introduced to
mobiles. This has been tested in Japan and is
currently being tested in the UK. Only the
top two ads are shown on the mobile. Ads
need to be more sophisticated and advanced.
The UK is Google’s biggest advertising
market in Europe.
The Search function can now be sold as an
independent sales and distribution channel it is not just part of the media mix. With
Google ads on a phone, you can click
directly onto toll-free number and make a
purchase. Advertisers pay when their ad is
clicked or a call is made.
Mobile search is innovative and can be
monetized with advertising. The US is
behind on mobile usage, as they have just
switched to GSM work.
Google makes information accessible – it
should be free and available on all platforms
and most accessible on the mobile phone.
Google optimizes its service for mobiles –
tailors the picture and information for the
small screen. Websites waste space with
menu bars, logos, blank space etc. These are
accessible on Google’s mobile service but
hidden.
Google has 7,000 engineers, most of whom

have PhDs. Google engineers spend 20
percent of their working time ‘free’ for
inspiration and creativity. Innovation doesn’t
happen in an office. If you have an idea, you
can take five colleagues, the necessary
equipment and try it out. Last year, 45 new
products were launched last year as a result
of the engineers’ innovations.
One innovation that an engineer created was
Google Maps, which was launched in
English in 2006. The Norwegian version is
due to launch in Norway this year, with
directory search and real-time traffic
information.
Some new products make money, but most
don’t.

Simon Watt,
VP Technology, Digital Division,
Universal Music,
Music on mobile – a digital success
Ringtones was the first music product. The
popularity of this is now declining in Western
Europe, with the exception of Scandinavia.
Ring-back tone (RBT) is the tone the caller
hears while waiting for you to answer. The
RBT phenomenon is catching on.
The key to mobile success is to know your
customer.
The subscription revenue stream is in its
infancy but is expected to grow considerably
in the next year. Sonos, the high-end hi-fi
that plays music wirelessly from your home
computer or direct from the Internet under
subscription, has had a 60 percent growth
rate. The mobile phone also would be ideal
for such a service. However rights protection
is an issue and correct usage of content
within rights must be ensured.
Three things matter to subscription-based
music on mobile:
• Programming/ local programming
• Ease of use / ‘coolness factor’
• Marketing – let people know about the
service
Music has a powerful bond with the consumer.
It can sell services for a mobile. It can sell
mobile services. But it must be easy to use,
the right service and at the right price.
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Fredrik Oscarson,
founder of Mobiento Mobile Marketing,
Mobile marketing – experiences
and success stories
Mobiento is a seven-year-old mobile marketing
and advertising service company. Mobile has the
potential to upstage TV in advertising, and in the
years to come, 50 percent of an advertiser’s
marketing budget could be spent on mobile.
Advertisers like mobile advertising, especially
advertising targeted to the mobile generation,
25 years and younger.

“Mobile Marketing 2.0” recognises the mobile
as an independent media channel, just like TV,
print and radio. All new mobile handsets are
multimedia capable. We can relate and
communicate in ways we never used to, for
example, sending pictures via mobile.
The mobile phone is personal. A person might
lend their car or house, but never their mobile.
With mobile, advertisers know who is behind
the screen. TV has 60 to 70 percent wastage on
advertising.
Mobile has communications devices built in so
you can respond directly to adverts or generate

Mobile Marketing 2.0
• Multimedia-based
• End-User knowledge & Targeting
• “Brand Experience”
• User Generated Content
• Use of Networks, Communities & Viral
• Entertainment or Time-saving
Targeted Messaging

Mobile TV

Wap Site Ads

Mobile Search

Source: Mobiento

A mobile fashion quiz
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user content, with microphones, keypad and
camera.

competitive advantage. So VG provides
readers with tools with which to interact.

With Mobile Marketing 1.0, SMSs were sent
out to consumers with a registered profile.
Version 2.0 has added in WAP links or MNS.
There is a very high targeting ability and
therefore high response rates.

Bloggers contribute with news that is then
automatically linked to the relevant journalistic
article.

Campaigns can be run on mobile – click to a
call centre, or get a voucher over the mobile and
click to the company to validate the voucher.
In September 2006, a successful campaign
was run along these lines for H & M.
The campaign was for the launch of the
autumn collection. There were four styles,
Paris, London, New York and Berlin. Users
answered a profile building questionnaire
about their favourite music, colours, etc., and
a personal selection was made for them from
the collection. Distribution was through the
members club and it was linked to the Web.
The campaign included a competition, a
coupon and a link to a friend. The campaign
produced a ‘viral effect’ – 69 percent of all
visitors sent it to a friend.
With mobile you can send targeted messages
as you have information about your customers.
You can place in-game or in-application
adverts, use mobile TV or WAP sites.

In one day there can be as many as 12,041
blogs. Take the wisdom of crowds and
combine it. Fertilise the wisdom of all the kids
out there. Part of the website is driven by its
readers - all articles are written by users.
Collective knowledge is phenomenal.
Lists are hot content for VG.no. Readers keep
lists on the website of best rappers, best UN
resolutions, favourite books, best speeches,
thus it becomes a database for VG’s editors
and journalists.
The website is a virtual city every evening when
17,000 are online at the market place, all
together at the same time. That’s a considerable
reach for a country of just 4.5 million people.
A programme becomes established on normal
TV and the young go to the Internet and
download future seasons not yet shown. This
means we are not all equal in digital society.
Those under 25 have the Internet in their
blood. They approach it differently from those
of us who run the media. Those who win are
those who understand the young natives who
are a large part of the VG.no population.

Torry Pedersen,
VG Multimedia AS
The digital user revolution
Communication used to be one way. In 1995,
digitalisation brought us onto the Internet.
Last year the news and views about the Danish
cartoons spread via cell phones in the Arab
desert. The Danish editor had to explain
himself via Internet in multiple languages.
No longer is the new publishing process
one-way. It’s now about interactivity with
the end-user via mobile and Internet. The new
definition of media is to entertain, reveal, create
debate and also provide the audience with tools.
VG’s tool is its lead portal. The general public
can take photos and send them to VG’s portal
by mobile phone – complete with sound track.
User-generated material does not make for high
quality TV, but it is more important for Internet
users to get raw TV. People tell the story
themselves as it is happening. Continuous
delivery of news from readers gives VG a
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Kevin Gjerstad,
Principal Group Program Manager,
Microsoft US,
The occasionally connected
news experience
User experience is all-important and products
need to be differentiated on screen.
User experience matters in terms of
increasing revenue. The tools for presenting
content are restrained by the browser. The
task was to develop an online version of the
New York Times using the Microsoft
interface technology.
Microsoft explored how the user experience
should be for someone who has a deep
interest in news. The number of media
platforms is increasing, including: Palmtop,
Blackberry, small portables, etc. The typical
news experience on the Web today is to
encourage users to click and then wait for
content to come up. There is wasted space on
each screen. You have to scroll and then
decide to go to next page or maybe do
something else. In a way readers are
encouraged to do something else and can be
led away from the site. It is hard work to
consume content and continue, whereas it
should be enjoyable – a smooth process.
The New York Times Reader has been set up
in columns. It uses the entire screen – there
are no scroll bars. There is no
micromanagement, scrolling up and down to
complete whole pages. The New York Times
font is used to preserve the branding.
There are adverts throughout articles – both
online and off line. Adverts are fixed and
fully visible like in a paper – and no pop-ups.
Offline can still call up news in deeper
layers.
Today’s newspaper is constantly updating.
The New York Times Reader accommodates
different screen sizes. This technology can be
taken to other devices, where the experience
should be as good.
Part of the site had news in pictures, so can
scan the news by going through the photos.

Trine Hage,
CEO, Romerikes Blad, A-Pressen,
How to use multimedia content to
build new revenue streams
THE SUCCESS OF ROMERIKES BLAD.
In Romerike there are two towns, 14
municipalities, and Oslo’s international
airport.

A-Pressen, Mediehuset Romerike’s parent
company, has three components to its overall
strategy.
• Think and act global and regional
• Develop new multimedia products
• To change from a publishing house to a
media house

RESULTS BEFORE AND AFTER –
CHANGES FROM 2002 – 2006
• Moved into profit
• Grew readership, viewership and Web
usership
In 2002, A-Pressen was almost in the red,
and they were losing readers. So A-Pressen
management decided to stop acting as a
regional paper and started acting as a local
multimedia company. This meant they had to
be the best provider of local news across all
the media channels and gather their resources
into one media house.
After one year, they moved into profitability,
and ramped up their efforts as a multimedia
house. They adopted the slogan, “The most
important things in life happen where you
live.”
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The message became important to the
motivation of the employees, as well as
informing the readership, usership and
viewership about their main objective for
news and information in each local area.
The mantra permeated editorial and
advertising departments, and contributed to
the ongoing success of the media house.
Romerikes Blad was named newspaper of the
year in 2005 by the Norwegian newspaper
association, and the new focus and ongoing
successes were credited with the honour.

Hakon Wium Lie,
CTP, Opera
Opera on any device
Opera develops browsers for PCs, mobiles
and other small hand-held devices.
Opera started at Telenor – in the cellar. Opera
set up the first server in Norway, called
Multitorg. The software featured simple
pages, text and images, but all separate and
not merged, so pictures were not embedded
into the text, rather above and below.
Opera developed its own browsers for
desktop, mobile, other devices.
Opera is run on the new ‘100 dollar laptop’,
which is a small, inexpensive laptop for
children in the developing world, using a
wireless network. Content can be
downloaded in one’s own language and own
scripts. The keyboard is plasticised and small
and durable. It has integrated speakers,
camera and microphone and a 400 megahertz
processor. Opera is freely available for this
machine.
Opera only has icons on startup and menu.
It has activities, not applications: browser,
chatline, music, Nintendo Wii: games and
Internet.

Are Nundal,
Head of Programme and Production
at SVT Interaktiv,
Digital Opportunities
THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN AND
NORWAY IN TERMS OF VIDEO ONLINE AND
RELATIONSHIPS TO TV BROADCASTERS
In Norway, Telenor is the biggest supplier of
video. In Sweden, operators occupy the middle
ground, they broker deals, supply bandwidths
and pass on video to end-users.
NRK has aspired to be a multimedia company
with TV and radio. SVT is an extended TV
broadcaster.
Loyal users are the old ones. Younger users are
the challenge. We have to accept freedom of
choice for our audience. TV, Web, iPod,
mobile are the ways of broadcasting video.
• SVT (svt.se) Web TV shows whole
programmes; in Norway shows clips and
highlights.
• Pod usage is restricted by copyrights. If we
could, we would publish more but prevented
by agreements, patents, copyrights
• SVT invites audience to contribute video
Web TV is developing a more laid-back
approach to watching video. SVT has a variety
of content. It has a branded player, called
PLAY, which allows users to time-shift TV
programmes.
PLAY uses a license fee revenue model. In
2006, PLAY represented only 1 percent of TV
viewing, but viewership is steadily increasing.
PLAY has a wider audience than YouTube in
Sweden, and is the most-accessed Web TV
channel in Sweden.

Opera Mini has been developed for mobile
phones. A phone only needs java to run
100,000 applications. Opera compresses
pages and scales them down to size.
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The Game that shapes the world
Simon Kuper,
Journalist,
Financial Times

Commerical TV took off in the UK around
1989. Its operators understood that most
popular sport had long been neglected. In the
first few years after its launch, the rights
could be bought very cheaply. Prices now of
course have risen many fold.

Telenor has bought the rights to screen the
Norwegian football league on mobile.
It used to be that football was only the third
favourite sport in the world. But now, football
is taking over the working lives of those in the
media. Twenty years ago in the UK there was
no live TV coverage of football matches. This
changed around 1990.

Sport has become the main event of British
public life. Football matches have taken over
from elections and jubilees as national
events. In Britain almost 7 million watched
the Queen’s Christmas speech in 2006,
whereas more than 22 million watched Wayne
Rooney sent off during the FA World Cup.

Only 15 percent of Britons are interested in
politics, but more than 30 percent are
interested in sport.

British football has become a world game.
The English stands are small, near the edge
of field with no athletics track.
èèè

How to become a mobile winner
Anne-Lise Katle,
Content Partners and Services,
Telenor Nordic Mobile

Subscribers to the news and sport service are
mainly men, ages 31 to 55.

Content on mobile internet services are
improving and expanding. It’s now possible to
download recipes, listen to music, watch TV,
read magazines and more.
In Norway there are 580,000 mobile Internet
users monthly, 42 percent of whom are women.
The biggest barrier to growth is perceived cost.
We offer customers a daily limit to manage
usage and cost.
The second challenge is a perception problem
that mobile Internet is difficult to use.
The third challenge is that for some it is simply
not relevant – they think they are happy without
it. We need to make it relevant.

How likely is it that you will use
your mobile internet portal
more often in the future?
%
50
2006

2007

40
38

41

30
28 29
20

23
18

10
3
0

2

8

8

Very
Unlikely Indifferent Likely
unlikely
Source: Telenor
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The music service draws as many women
subscribers as men. 59 percent of mobile
customers are likely to increase the range of
their mobile use in the future. It is becoming
apparent that people are willing to pay for
content on mobile phones.
Content providers in Norway have easy access
to all operators in the country, so they can
market their own content and get 70 percent
revenue for it. In 2006, 125 million Euros were
spent in Norway on games and ring tones.
It is now possible to buy music over the phone.
Ad campaigns are being run for international
artists. Telenor has become the second largest
online digital music store in Norway.
Advertisers can send a message to consumers’
mobiles, e.g. ‘Snoop Dogg is playing on your
mobile.’ Subscribers listen in and buy music
directly.

Advantages to advertiser of Mobile
• You can follow your customer 24 hours a day
• You know who and where your customers are
• You can send alerts.
• You use the mobile channel to guide into
other channels – like TV, music etc
• Mobile users are willing to pay – Internet
users are reluctant.
• The mobile will replace the TV as the most
frequently used media channel.
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èèè The low, cheap roofs of the
stadiums accentuate the sound of singing.
So the English games have come to embody
the frenetic, popular excitement of football
matches.
The British love the free market. The Football
Association sold exclusive live rights to the
commercial channel BskyB – so only BskyB
subscribers can watch football live. English
tickets are expensive – determined by free
market. In other countries ticket prices are
government controlled. Consequently, clubs
rake in the cash and can afford to buy in
expensive foreign stars.

Even in the USA, 16 million Americans
watched the FA World Cup final last year.
Last year the biggest media event in history
was held – the FA World Cup. Today the
national team creates a sense of national
identity. 50 percent of the nation watched
the Cup final. By comparison, on the first
Sunday of the Iraqi war, when troops were
being maneuvered into Iraq with full TV
coverage, but in Istanbul, for example,
people were watching the football, not the
news.

Football mania is everywhere and spreading
to China, India and Australia.

Winning with Football
Christian Bernau,
Director Football Telenor

Tipliga showed 222 games in 2006 and will
show the same in 2007.

In the 1960s, it was said that the Beatles were
bigger than Jesus – now it is football that is
bigger than Jesus.

Telenor and TV2 Zebra teamed up in March
2006 to show Norwegian league football.
Predicted viewing figures ranged from 50,000
to 100,000. By 18 April, the programming drew
an estimated 238,000 viewers and 5 percent of
viewing share.

Telenor is promoting the slogan:
Think football, think Telenor.
The most significant changes in media
consumption will be seen in the next 10 years.
Telenor is testing the future of football content
from primary data. Telenor is a portfolio of
rights for Norwegian football and premier
league in the UK. Telenor also sponsors top
clubs in Norway.
Telenor is studying how fans want to watch
football. It is watching behaviour and providing
technical solutions to improve the footballwatching experience on TV and mobiles.
The most dedicated fans spend 40 hours a
week watching football. Football is a product
with a large audience that is willing to pay for
the service, and to buy season tickets,
promotional items. It has a loyal following. You
can change car, your job, even your partner,
but never your football team.

All games can be seen online and on the
mobile phone in Norway. After just one year,
Telenor is the premier provider.
The whole is greater than the sum of parts.
There is a need to cooperate with media
partners, sponsor the leagues and sponsor
clubs. It is important to know the fans and to
work together to strengthen the football
community.

In order to win,
you need the content rights
Rights

Partners

Broadcast,
Web and mobile

Telenor handles the distribution and technical
side of mobile and Internet TV, but needs the
broadcasters to deal with the rights to buy and
edit the content.
The top four clubs generate unique daily
content that is distributed to subscribers.

Platforms

Broadcast,
HD exclusive
Broadcast,
HD exclusive
Source: Telenor
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A look at how behaviour is changing
Pearse Connolly, VP Football Telenor
300,000 football games are played
worldwide every year. Telenor sponsors the
Norway Cup, which is the largest
competition in the world for youth teams at
the grassroots.
Digital TV, broadband, 3G mobile –
technology lies at the base of the change.
Today’s essentials in life are your mobile,
your credit cards and your keys. Over time,
the mobile may take over the other two
functions.
The 1990 FA World Cup in Italy vs. Irish
match. We had to keep our pictures, our
memories, in our heads. In Germany in
2006 most people took home videos and
more importantly sent photos home directly
from their mobiles. At the matches there
were thousands of people with mobile
phone cameras.
Our behaviour has changed. You can take
photos at the match and post them onto a

Gunnar Stavrum,
CEO TV2 Interaktiv,
Creating next generation
business models
TV has a fantastic past. Most homes have a
couch facing a screen. TV is part of the social
life of the family. It’s a great user experience.
TV2 holds 60 to 65 percent market share in
Norway. TV2 does not have all the solutions; it
has made mistakes in developing its successful
paid Web TV.
TV2 started to use the Internet in 2000 as
another way of attacking the old media of
print. TV2 built its own portal, a Web TV unit,
and developed mobile content early on.
The TV2 portal is the start page for all its
Internet activities, which include Netavisen
(net newspaper), its entertainment portal,
Side2 and its FXT football portal, operated in
cooperation with Telenor and the Norwegian
FA. Most of these are text-based activities.
A bridge is now being built between the
broadcaster and the Internet. There are news
channels on the Web and on TV.
To succeed you need to try a lot of ideas and
kill those that don’t work.
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blog from the stadium. Experiences can be
shared. Sites like Flickr allow fans to post
photos for immediate and shared viewing.
It is no longer just the 90 minutes when the
action is taking place that counts – the
discussion about the game can last
throughout week.
Fans can watch a game on their TV, mobile
or PC. The user experience is the key
element. Every dollar spent on technology
should be matched by a dollar spent on
improving the user experience.
There can be big delays between
requesting and downloading video TV on
mobiles – up to 20 minutes. This needs to
be reduced – and it will be.
Telenor has adapted the football league
table for Web use. It was in the same
format as on paper. Telenor has activated
it. You can now pick teams and track and
compare their league performance
throughout the season.

Lessons learned are:
• Develop new advertising models to make
them worthwhile for advertisers
• Don’t think that everything should be free. If
the public has to pay, it will. But to charge the
provider you must have content that people
want and can’t get anywhere else
Soccer is something people are willing to pay
for. The possibility of watching multiple
matches at one time is an attractive to many.
Users can blow up the picture.
Interactivity is popular, including voting on
TV competition programmes, for example.
Every transaction is smaller than Telenor is
used to. You have to have close cooperation
between the broadcaster and the
telecommunications provider, as the
technological side is difficult.
Youtube has a 100 to 150 million video
downloads a day. This sounds like a lot, but
just Telenor hosts 65 billion video streams
each year. The Internet is a free way of
distributing superb content.
TV2 is the biggest commercial channel in
Norway. It reaches 70 percent of the
population over 12 years of age daily. To do
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that, it has built up viewership on other
channels, not just TV.
Traditional revenue increased from
NOK1.4 billion to NOK1.9 billion over six
years. New business, not including advertising,
has increased from NOK150 million to
NOK350 million in three years.
TV2 Web was launched in 2000 – its pay TV
channel was launched in 2002. Turnover in
2006 was US$6 million. Turnover NOK35
million is forecast from selling video on the net.
Web TV cooperates with 100 broadband
distributors in Norway. They sell content for
TV2.
TV2 bought the rights for Norway’s premier
league for mobile TV in 2002. TV2 thought
mobile TV would be bigger sooner. Launched
in 2006. Slow start. It is picking up, but still
slow. Better service should bring about an
increase in 2007.
There is pressure from Hollywood not to do
mobile TV due to concerns about copyright.
These are not realistic concerns.
The future of TV2 is to format content for
multi channels – interactive TV, digital TV,
off time TV, Web TV, mobile TV, and also
to develop more channels.

Eirik Solheim,
NRK
Disruptive changes in the media
industry
Disruptions in the media business have caused
challenges.
• Huge number of new platforms available. In
homes, used to be TV and radio but now there
are a multitude of different platforms.
• The media need to learn how people are
accessing media simultaneously, e.g. watching
TV while surfing and sending SMSs.
What are the media doing?
• Producing content of high quality.
• Reaching as many people as possible.
• Making money through advertising.
What is disruptive? Content and distribution.
Content – Media companies no longer have a
monopoly on producing content. There are a
large number of cheap tools now publicly
available, including digital cameras, videos,
mobile phone cameras, etc.
Distribution – In the past, just two channels:
TV and radio. Now the Internet has made
content a commodity, which has driven down
the value of content on traditional channels.
This has caused business models to change.

TV2 will no longer be solely a broadcaster.
It will also create interactivity between the
channels.

Money making – ads. What do advertisers
want? They don’t want the content, but the

Revenue streams
TV ad revenue from 1,6 to 1,9 (e) billion NOK in six years
Income outside the broadcaster from 100 to 240 millions in the same time
New business from 150 to 350 millions
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audience. Media no longer has a monopoly in
reaching people. In essence the media are not
needed anymore – that is very disruptive.

CASE STUDY.
BLENDTECH WWW.WILLITBLEND.COM
This is a high quality blender no one knows
about. To promote the product a website with
commercials has been created. Passive
advertising in that consumers must come to
site of own accord – by ‘word of mouth’.
Blendtech made content that people wanted to
see, so people wanted to visit the site. There
was much more traffic and activity on online
shop site after the launch of the ad site.
Blendtech used humour to show its blender of
high quality and make it look cool. The
Blendtech ads have been shown 3 million
times on Youtube.
Adverts for Yahoo and others were appended
to the Blendtech adverts, so Blendtech earns
money by showing its own ads.
Disruption is normally seen as problems and
challenges.
But production and distribution is cheaper, and
advertising is still viable and offers new
business opportunities.

Kjell Aamot,
CEO Schibsted ASA,
Schibsted’s transformation from
traditional to multiple media
Kjell Aamot has been CEO of Schibsted since
1989. Schibsted is emerging as a winner rather
than just a survivor.
Phase 1: 1837 – 1992, Schibsted still a
traditional Norwegian newspaper company.
Phase 2: 1995 defined new vision – to become
leading Scandinavian media company.
Schibsted decided to invest outside Norway
and in other channels and to change from
offline- to online-focused. Younger readers
start to be key focus.
Phase 3: Scandinavia is the leader in
electronic media. Norway is No. 4 in world
in terms of mobile penetration. Scandinavia
is the leader in online advertising.
Phase 4: Realisation. Finn.no and VG.no are two
of the country’s most successful sites. The group
holds 31 percent of Norway’s top traffic sites.
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There have been dramatic developments in the
newspaper business with a decline in
readership of the newsprint version and growth
in the Internet version. Schibsted initially
underestimated prices for banner ads on the
Internet version, however now this is a very
profitable side of the business with rates of
NOK 210,000 for 24 hours on VG net edition.
Finn.no was launched in 1999 as an alternative
to the classifieds in the paper and is now
Norway’s biggest online marketplace and one
of the Nordic region’s most profitable online
companies.
Aftonbladet.se is Sweden’s largest media
Website. It uses a tool bar to promote other
online brands controlled by Schibsted, thus
promoting online traffic within the family.
Schibsted broke even in 2002. 30 percent of
the company’s revenue comes from online
products, although this accounts for 50 percent
of the total profit this year.
To cross link products is key to launching
new projects cheaply. The group’s business
newspaper, E24! Naeringsliv, was launched
online and attained strong position after a few
weeks. In Norway it became the largest
Website for economic and industry within
three months, breaking even in the third quarter.
It now has a double-digit profit margin.
It is linked to Aftenposten and VG and there
is access and traffic through both these site,
together with free advertising space.
The challenge is to develop in the online
market. The most risky project is to try to fight
Google in the local market. Sesam is
Schibsted’s search engine that aims to beat
Google in local news. This is the fastest
growing segment.
Schibsted is also operating in Southern
Europe, which is lagging Scandinavia so there
are more opportunities. It sees the need to
create traffic machines online to import some
of these online services.
Launched in 2002, ‘20 minutes’ is now the
most-read general online newspaper in France.
The first phase was to build readership offline,
and then to convert the paper online, then
monetise both of the opportunities. In Spain, it
is the same again – ’20 minutes’ is the largest
general newspaper and has been expanded
online.
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Schibsted’s operating profit for online (EBITA)
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With three classified ad sites in France and
three more in Spain, Schibsted is now a strong
player in those markets. It bought Trader
Classified Media for online in Spain and
France in July 2006. Trader is the No. 1 online
player in Spain. It is performing well,
justifying the high price paid.
Schibsted will continue to invest in online
products. The company also sees new
opportunities through the development of core
businesses, mobiles and media houses.
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